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Letter from the Editor

From your personal dreams and visions for
tomorrow (Vol. 8, #3), let's move to the bigger
picture-our common global future! Where
might we find ourselves in 30 years?

When I was a student like you are today, all
I thought about was family and friends, school
and studies, vacations and holidays, things of
immediate consequence. But, rarely about the
World in 2000 or 2025!

Do you have friends who say, "Why worry
about the future? Why not just have fun?"
Invite them to read the section in this issue on
Envisioning Life in the Year 2025.

During the last thirty years, there have been
many dramatic chages in our world. Can you
believe there are twice as many people today
on the planet than when I was your age?
Humanity has achieved tremendous
technological progress, yet at what cost? Too
many trees and forests, plant and animal species,
parks and open spaces have been run over by
the wheels of "progress." And, some
communities have paid too great a price, while
others have reaped the benefits of modem
conveniences.

Not just in the US, but in almost every
country the changes are startling! In most Asian,
Latin-American and Mrican cities, necessities of
life such as water, shelter and food, are in
dangerously short supply. How did this happen?
You can start your own investigation.

You might also ask your parents or grand
parents about what life was like when they
were growing up, and how changes occured.
Ask them if they questioned the way progress
was achieved. What would they do differently,
if they were to do it all over again?

As I write this, my son is a little over a year
old, and he is just beginning to notice that there
is more to life than his parents and their small
world. I wonder what kind of life he will see
on this planet when he is twenty-five or thirty!
What choices will he have to make when he
becomes an informed citizen?

You may have heard people complain, "We
don't have a say in what goes on in this world."
For many of us, this feeling of helplessness
becomes one of hopelessness. We point fingers
at others- the government, politicians, profiteers,

scientists and even parents-blaming them for not
using their instincts, convictions, or conscience
when they needed to use them the most. For not
doing their part in protecting the environment.
And, for not seeing the problems that our lifestyles
have created.

We can learn from history and past mistakes
to help us solve the problems we face today. We
do have a say in what goes on! Every dollar, mark,
ruppiah or peso that we spend, makes an impact on
the economic world. And, therefore, we can make a
difference! We have the choice of not buying into
things that tv commercials, newspaper ads, latest
fashions or peer pressures push on people.

If we want a clean, green world, recycling
alone will not do the trick. We have to greatly
reduce our use of natural resources. If we learn
to share things with others, cooperate with our
friends and neighbors, we can live more
sustainably. We can live within our means and
not on the borrowed future of our children!

Reduced consumption or a simple lifestyle
can include plenty of fun and joy. We can seek
happiness in life's big treasures, such as sharing
each other's company, laughter and love, and
appreciating the beauty of nature all around us.

To achieve a brighter future for everyone,
we need a spirit of cooperation. With confidence,
humility and hope, as well as with common sense
and hard work, we can change our common
destiny for the better.

This is our moment to learn, digest and act.
Let's take on the challeng"e!

School Children in India Photo by Paul Quayle, Japan
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" I love reading about different cultures
~__.-__J and often check out books from the

library that Skipping Stones recommends.
Keep doing a great job!
-Nikki Turner, Lower Burnell, Pennsylvania

I think you are doing an amazing job reaching
children all over the world. As a food writer and one
interested in the foods of other cultures, how about a
column with information just about food. Making
children aware of the importance of nutrition and how
a few simple vegetables can feed a family for much less
than the price of a Big Mac or TV dinner, is valuable.
Encouraging children to help with the cooking and to
try foods of the world, especially grains, will be good
for the whole family.

-Lois Webb, Seabrook, Texas

I had a difficult time tearing myself away
from the last issue of Skipping Stones. It was
especially interesting to me because my twin girls and
I are looking forward to a three month adventure in
Europe beginning in September of this year.

When I read your magazine, I have renewed hope
that we are approaching a more peaceful world, one
day at a time, one magazine issue at at time and one
cultural exchange at a time. I look forward, as always,
to your next issue.

-Beth Erfurth, Eugene, Oregon

...Our good friends, who live in Seattle, gave
Skipping Stones to me, my sister and brother as a
birthday present. We are triplets.

What I love most about Skipping Stones is that it
is filled with a love
of nature, and your
articles are wri tten
with all your heart.
I love nature too,
because Switzerland
is filled with nature.

There are many
forests here and many
farms. Many trees and
flowers grow in Basel.
As you surely know, ~e

Switzerland a~so ha~ -c~~~
many mountams. It s \,\>-
like a dream when we
walk in the mountains, ~

and see the cows on ~
the meadows, the If : ~
birds and butterflies, '(iL4L ~
and all the other ani- (j)

mals you can see here.
-Aviva Fried, 12, ~~

Basel, SWITZERLAND ,'fill
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More Dreams of the Future
When I look to my future, I see a myriad of

possibilities: pursuing my interest in virology
researching viruses and infectious diseases-and
playing in one of many music groups on a college
campus, possibly even starting my own jazz band.
I see an environment where I try new things - take
an art history or Zen Buddhism course, live in a
dorm with people of other cultures and languages,
so that whatever my vocation may be, I will
graduate with an open mind.

-Tarit RoysircarSen, 16, Exeter, New Hampshire

My ambitions in life are to be successful and
to make my country and family proud of me. When
I grow up, I would like to be an architect. I would
also like to travel a lot and maybe do a bit of
photography if I come across the chance. I also
like trampolining and table tennis.

-Malerato Morale, 14, Grahamstown, S. AFRICA

When I grow up, I would love to be a teacher,
maybe an English teacher. But I am not so sure
yet. Well, I still have time to think about it. I love
to write and tell stories, and play with little children.
My dream is to write a book, and publish it.
"Striking it rich" is not my aim. I just want to
be happy, and money itself can't make anyone
happy. I think it is important to know that! You
live completely different when you think that way.
''To be alone with a diamond is worse than being
with a good friend and nothing else."

-Aviva Fried, 12, Basel, SWITZERLAND

I want to be a
teacher or a lawyer.
My dream is to
teach children
about healing the
world and how to
live peacefully.
I want children to
know how to live,
and be kind to one
another. New gen
erations need to

Pr-ob know what life is
~er.ns about. My role

model is my mom.
-Fortunate Muchuwa,
Harare, ZIMBABWE

~::;. Art by Sasha Chabot
~~~' Gaspe, 12, and Julie

< Hamer, 11, of North
York, Ont, CANADA



Skipping Stones 1996 Youth Honor Awards

Wild Horses by Jennifer Rood, 14, Ada, Michigan. She writes,
"I pictured what the world used to be like with more wild animals...
Even though there are very few horses left in the wild today, I hope
they will still exist among all wild creatures in the year 2025. "

Cultural diversity • Peace • International understanding • Prejudice • Nature • Ecology
We invited you to express your thoughts on what the world might be like in the year 2025. And

you did, responding with poems, stories, essays, plays and artwork-sharing your dreams, fears, hopes,
pictures, predictions and visions for the human race. We received entries from five countries-Canada,

Lithuania, Russia, the United States and Zimbabwe.
In addition to the contributions by this year's winners of the Youth

Honor Award, we have also put together a collage of expressions by
some of the other entrants. We felt strongly about providing extra
space for these thoughts and expressions.

Life in the year 2025 will be full of surprises. The question is not if
one scenario is more accurate than the other. What's more important is:
How do we best prepare for what will be required of each one of us
now and in the future? How do we build a nurturing, creative,
cooperative world for all forms of life?

As we invent and use poweIful tools and technologies, our collective
ability to change the course of life on the planet dramatically multiplies. We create conditions that
require humans and other life forms to adapt; but, many species have already become extinct because
they couldn't adapt to rapid changes.

Sharing these many visions and
scenarios for the year 2025 helps
us plan our first steps to prepare
for what the future might bring.
In this sense, all the contributions
on the following pages help us
to foster multicultural and
ecological awareness worldwide.

The Youth Award Winners:
• Art by Jennifer Rood, 14

Ada, Michigan
• Story by Ranjana Das, 16

Beavercreek, Ohio
• Play by Anaar Eastoak-Siletz, 11

Santa Rosa, California
• Essay by Patricia Rudo Chikuni, 15

Gwanda, ZIMBABWE
• Art by Katya Kumichyova, 14

Novovoronezh, RUSSIA
• Essay by Bidjawatie Ragoobeer, 15

Brooklyn, New York
• Story by Cassie Armstrong, 15

Rockford, Michigan
• Story by Mikaela Crank, 10

Dennehotso, Arizona
• Writing by Leah Etling, 16

Santa Ynez, California
• ESL Class at Talmadge Middle

School, Independence, Oregon
• La Vista United Community Centers

Brooklyn, NY (See Vol. 8, no. 5)
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Looking up into the night that surrounded
her, Shauna came across the star that used to be
hers. It wasn't especially large, and there were at
least a million other stars that could outshine it
any day, but she was sure it was the one. She had
followed and memorized its movement to the end,
-as she knew everyone else had-and since
then, had been able to identify its exact place in
the heavens at any given time.

Strange, she thought. One would think that
when they'd looked back, their eyes would have
turned to their home, the world they were leaving
behind. But all they could look at was the star~

their beautiful yellow sun, shrinking and
disappearing before them as they left its system
and moved into the influence of another.

The people now looked to a white star, twice
as big, radiating more light and heat than they'd
ever be accustomed to. They hated it, but were
forced to accept it~ they had blown their chances
with the one they'd loved.

Some blamed it on greed and ambition, some
on carelessness. Others claimed it was sheer stu
pidity. Whatever the case, Shauna mused silently,
we went too far. We asked for too much and gave
too little. It's only natural that we pay now.

She smiled wistfully as she thought back to
her days in the Old World. How happy she and
her people had been then, how frivolous and
carefree! They had not a care in the world, for
they knew they would always be watched over
by their deity. Going by the name of Technology,
it could do anything and give them everything
and they loved it dearly because of this. All they
desired, it supplied, whether it be help, comfort,

-----------------

Where Are We Going?
efficiency, power, anything-and some did want it
all. Especially power. Who knew that the being
that could bestow them with all these wonderful
gifts, coupled with the latter, would eventually
destroy them?

"Nuclear War... " the radio had said and the
world did a double-take. They had talked about it
for years, but they never thought it would actually
happen. But sure enough, it happened. So now
the radio said, "Mass burials and radioactive
clean-up" and the world thought, "This has been
really horrible, but at least, it's over." But the
radio had said, "World-wide evacuation" and the
world froze. They'd never heard that term before.
"What's that?" ("We're leaving this planet.")
"Where are we going?" ("The planet Clarin.
In a neighboring solar system. ")

The devastating reality of the situation didn't
hit them, Shauna realized, until the day that they
left and found themselves on this barren land that
they were now supposed to call home. Planet
Clarin. It would've been exactly like their old
home really, had there been electricity, streets, and

buildings. And trees.
"Trees are not a
necessity on this
planet, " the radio had
said. But, gosh,
Shauna missed them.
And the sun.

- Ranjana Das, 16,
Asian-American,
Beavercreek, Ohio. This
fall, Ranjana will study
biochemistry at the
University of Illinois.------------------

We Must Save Our Planet!
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The Blue Bird
I looked through my

bedroom window and
glanced up at the glowing
stars. Then I shut my eyes
to sleep. While sleeping, I
had a dream that I was in
the year 2025, and I was
a blue bird who could see
far like an eagle, fly fast
like a rocket, and was as t -
beautiful as a rainbow. I ~

flew down in the bright i' ../"-',,.. \.
red canyon to find crumbs
that the tourists had left.

When I got to the ground I saw no trees or living
creatures. I wondered what had happened to
everything. Then I realized that there had been a
terrible drought all over Navajo country. I flew out
and spotted a Navajo home, a hogan. I stared through
the window and saw people starving, and their skins
were turning darker each moment because of the
bright Sun. I finally realized that because of the
Sun's heat there was no water, no crops to grow and
no electricity. It seemed no one would help anybody
escape from the burning Sun.

I flew to another house and saw the same thing.
I came to a nearby river and saw that the electricity
was very weak because the water in the river was
very low. I took a gulp of the liquid and flew on.

Spotting a city, I flew with all my might because
the Sun was trying to put fire on my feathers. I soared
down into the city, and sat on the cement ground.
There were signs of racism everywhere. "No wonder
no one is helping the Navajos with food, electricity
and shelter from the heat," I said to myself. I saw that
everyone was acting like kids, not like grown-ups.

I only observed
a few people
wandering around
the streets. It finally
made me realize that
everyone was dying
from new diseases,
heat and killing. I
saw the differences
between the Navajos
and Anglos. I felt
very sorry because of
what had happened
to the beautiful

Navajo Reservation. I saw no one was
responsible enough to be equal with
different races and each other. The people
were not working with each other.

Suddenly I woke to the uproar of birds
outside my window. "Thank goodness, it
is only 1996," I whispered to myself.

- Mikaela Crank, 10, is a Navajo Indian,
ofthe Kiyaa'aani clan and Bitah 'ni clan, who lives
on the Navajo reservation in Dennehotso, Arizona.
She writes, "A drought this summer on the Navajo
Reservation
inspired me
to write this
story. There
was no rain
for the live
stock and
the animals
were dying
everywhere. "

----------------------------------
\

~ V

A Russian cathedral reminding us not to forget our culture - Katya Kumichyova, 14 , Novovoronezh, RUSSIA
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Modern Development
Act I (Scene: A company conference table in the year 2025)

Flora Green: Our creation of Bird Sanctuary was entirely successful. Give Martin Purple a cheer for
ajob well done. (Cheers) And our construction of Wildlife Habitat Reserve is well under way. Ms.
Down, as head of the bulldozing committee, give us an update of your progress.
Tiria Down: We are getting all the strip malls and concrete out of the way. It'll be done in no time!
Flora Green: Good. Mr. Outcarrs, how are things in your department?
David Outcarrs: The roads in this city are awful! Big hunks of asphalt are always getting in the way!
Flora Green: Ms. Down, tell me how we can do this legally.
Tiria Down: Many cities, counties and even states are following our progressive attitude. We're
the fastest improving city in the country. Soon everything we want could be the norm and legal.
Martin Purple: Things are fast improving! Last month, we protected five coastal areas.
Flora Green: Beaches would be man-made if it weren't for Brunhilda Jackson! What a wonderful
woman. She started this amazing progress! (Cheers)
Flora Green: What will we develop next?
David Outcarrs: The whole city!
Flora Green: 1 wish. Let's review our mandate.
Tiria Down: (She reads from a document that's on the table) "I promise always to work for the well
being of all life on earth. 1 hereby dedicate myself to creating a society in which technology and life
are compatible. 1will turn buildings into habitat. 1will help eliminate cars and dangerous chemicals. 1
will help replace them with technologies harmless to life." Signed, Brunhilda A. Jackson, 9 June 1996
Flora Green: Thank you, Tiria. Now let's get back to work. Founder, Modern Development Co.

Act II (Two people come in and post a sign):
Notice Of Public Hearing (the rest is too small to read)

Flora Green: What are we doing with Wallgreen's Plaza?
David Outcarrs: A creek ran through here once. We'll try to restore it.
Tiria Down: We are replanting alder and willow along the stream.We'll release fish-
Martin Purple: Making the place very inviting for turtles, herons, flycatchers and warblers. And it
is much more valuable than a shopping plaza like Wallgreens.
Tiria Down: Why did people ever build things like that?
Flora Green: Remember Tiria, Brunhilda's ideas were once really radical. Back then, officials put up
NOPH (Notice Of Public Hearing) signs, and people knew something was going to get torn up-a
field or forest-turned into a Wallgreens.
Tiria Down: I remember when I was a child and Brunhilda Jackson put up her first NOPH sign.
Martin Purple: 1 was astonished when the bulldozers leveled the buildings, and put in afield!
David Outcarrs: Now it seems weird to want a patch of concrete instead of a marsh or a field.
Tiria Down: Maybe we're improving.
David Outcarrs: 1hope so!
Flora Green: Brunhilda Jackson did not work alone. Thousands of people
helped, many of them children. Look at our city now! Trees and flowers, water
and birds! Turtles, lizards and butterflies! The rainforests are edging back-not
just tropicals forests, but temperate forests like the Redwoods in California.
Scientists work all day to find safe ways to get rid of herbicides and other horrid
chemicals. Global warming has nearly stopped. Endangered animals are returning,
and the human population has stabilized. This is due to the work of many people,
many children. Since many of them are back in time, how can we thank them?
Tiria Down: I've got an idea! (She writes Thank You For Taking Action on
a sign and holds it up for the audience to read)

- Anaar Eastoak-Siletz, 11, a homeschoolerfrom Santa Rosa, California writes, "My mom is Scottish,
German and American and maybe Viking. My dad is Iranian and Turkish (Azerbaijani)."
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Darkness Lying Ahead of Me
Life has been a bed of roses from the time I thing-money. I surely agree, as one of our

stepped my little foot out into this world. But all proverbs says, that "money is a root of all evil. "
this perishes as my mind struggles with what is Men will do anything for money. You will hear
lying ahead of me. This is of course, the future: of a man who has risked his life hunting for an

Relatives have passed and friends are elephant, only to get iw!ry, which will ~ive him
deceased. All this is happening within a minute's money. Some people will even eat a pOlsonous
pace. What a cruel world we are living in. What frog for money.
are we heading for then? Every morning I switch Large forests of trees have been destroyed.
on the radio. All that it ever talks of is hunger, Only to make some harmful objects which
war, earthquakes, diseases and above all, people use to kill each other. People run out
poverty. I see darkness lying ahead of me. offuel, and run out of oxygen to breath.

Visions of sleek-headed men, whose bodies Drugs are being made, which people use to
are as thin as my pen and legs as weak as a stimulate their brains. They try to make their
grasshopper's is all that I see in this future. minds like some electrical devices.
Thinking of all these incurable diseases and My idea of the future is like a nightmare. It
violence among different countries, I have a all sounds like a dream, that all these evil things
reason to think that only a few are going to are happening. It's
survive, struggling with a heavy load on their hard for me to think
backs, which they don't deserve. A life that has tht one day, very
existed has suddenly become extinct. ... soon the world will

oy;.;.:,* '

I hear cries of hungry children, with huge, be walking out.
protruding eyes, all humble, asking for food and . If I am dreaming
drink to quench their thirst. What do you think? please wake me up
Oh what a cruel world! How much I wish it never because I am
existed. frightened. I see

Every morning we hear of earthquakes in darkness lying
India, China and Japan, causing immense ahead of me.
destruction of homes as well as people. - Patricia R.Chikuni

People kill each other because of one main 15, lives in Gwanda,
ZIMBABWE

En el ano 2025. ..
En el afio 2025, la gente vivira

en edificios altos porque todas las
casas seran inundadas por tanta
lluvia. No habra arboles.

-Javier

En el afio 2025 muchas familias
viviran juntas porque todo estara
muy caro y no habra mucho dinero.

-Miguel

En el aiio 2025, la gente vivira
en edificios altos porque habra
mucha mas gente en la tierra. No
va a haber casas en el afio 2025,
pero los edificios y los carros no
van a ser igual que hoy. Y no va a
ser nada igual.

-R.M. -Artwork by Eleni

In the year 2025 there are
going to be a lot more people
living on Earth!

-Gloria

In the year 2025 three
families will be living together
because there is not going to
be too much money. People
are going to be unemployed
because there will be
computers doing all the work.

-Eleni

- ESL (English as a Second
Language) students ofTalmadge
Middle School in Independence,
Oregon, sent an entry as a class.
These are some of their thoughts
on the year 2025.
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The Quarlick
"Mommy," the kids called, "it's raining!"
"I guess we're going to have a wet Christmas after

all," their mom, Ananda replied.
"Mommy, will you tell us about when you were a

kid, and you had that white stuff, that, that..."
"Snow?"
"Yeah, snow!"
"Sure. I was born way back in 1981. We had

snow every winter and..."
The year was 2025, and it was a cold winter for

the people of Michigan. The temperature had already
dropped into the 50's twice. Children hoped for a wet
Christmas, and parents remembered white ones.

The air was smog-filled. Humans and pets breathed
from their portable oxygen tanks. Some of the older
ones, the ones born back
in the 70' sand 80' shad
man-made lungs, theirs
having burned out by all 1
the pollution.

Ananda sat down to
watch the news in her liv- ,It,
ing room. She turned the Ill'

tv on, then turned up the '
atmosphere. She much
preferred when she was
a child-they didn't have
to worry about the atmos
phere. It was just there.
Of course, they had taken
everything for granted.

Her attention was
drawn to the television:

"Reporting for Channel 15 News, I'm Cathy Rein.
It's the 10th anniversary ofthe Los Angeles quarlick
(that's the word for the disappearance of a city amidst
the smog. Once a city is quarlicked, it has no hope.
It's lost). Just two years before, on this very day, two
million people, the population ofLos Angeles, were
lost in the smog. Scientists warned about this, but by
the time they did, it was too late. People, we ask you
to limit the use ofyour transiquit travelers to five times
per hour. Use them for places five steps or more away.
We need to do our best to save our quickly
deteriorating planet... "

Ananda flipped the tv off. She was tired of hearing
their pleas. This generation cared less about the planet
than their parents. Ananda got up to turn the atmos
phere up once more. She glanced down at the paper.

The headline read, "Quarlick predicted for
Rockford!"

"Oh no!" thought Ananda. "We need to think
about finding a new home where there's no quarlick
predicted, at least for a while." She tucked the thought
in the back of her head as her children, Solee and
Phelo, ran in. "No need to worry them," she thought.

"Mommy," Solee pleaded, "Can we go out to eat?"
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"Please!" chimed in Phelo.
"Not tonight. we need to limit the use of our

transiqui t travelers."
"Pleeeeease Mommy!"
"I said no, and that's final." The children stomped

off mumbling to themselves.
"I'm home!" called Jim, Ananda's husband. The

children forgot their disappointments as they ran to
meet their father.

That night Jim and Ananda lay reading in bed.
Ananda brought up the subject of the quarlick. "Jim, do
you think what they're saying is true? Is there really
going to be a quarlick?"

"I don't know Ananda. Maybe we should look at
houses in cities where they're not predicting aquarlick."

"Where the heck is
that? I don't think there
is such a place left.
They're all gone. We're

". self-destructing!"
"Why don't we stay

wi th your mother until
we find a place of our
own," Jim suggested.

"I guess there's no
sense in selling this
place. Who'd be dumb
enough to buy it?"

The next day they
told Solee and Phelo
their plans. Then they
began to pack.

"Mommy, do we
have to move?" Solee asked Ananda.

"Yes, honey. We didn't want to scare you, but
scientists are predicting a quarlick soon. We have to go."

"But I don't want to go!" Solee cried.
"Trust me, you would rather move than get stuck

in a quarlick."
That night at dinner, Jim announced that they would

move the next day. Later that night Ananda told him
about Solee being upset.

"She's young. She'll bounce back, make new
friends. You'll see. Now get some sleep, tomorrow is
a big day. Goodnight, dear."

"Goodnight, Jim."
They started for Ananda's

mother's house around 10:00 a.m.
The air was becoming extremely
thick with smog, but they pushed
on. About halfway there they hit
another car in the thick smog. The
crash was fatal for all the victims.
They died from the impact
moments before the total quarlick.

- Cassie Armstrong, 14, Rockford, Michigan.
Illustration by Katya Kievskaya, Kiev, UKRAINE



My Vision and Hope for the Year 2025
and educated people.
Nobody was home

less or foodless or
unhealthy. Every
body went on with
their lives peacefully.
Life was great!

There were a
whole bunch of
schools, so children
didn't need to take
a bus or train to get
there. They were
nearby. The teachers
weren't mean. They
would teach the way
they thought was
right. And if anybody
needed extra help,
the teachers would
try their best to help
the students so they could have a bright future
ahead of them. The tests would be easy if the
students would pay close attention, which they did.

There was no hatred in the world. Children could
play at the park alone and would make a lot of
friends. No child would be kidnapped.

There would be no president to make the rules.
The real president to these people would be god. If
they did what they were supposed to do, god would
give them more, but, if they did what they weren't
supposed to do, god would make them suffer. But,
actually, everbody loved god, so they did what they
were supposed to do. There would also be no police.
God was the police to these people.

There were a lot of jobs.
Mailman jobs, delivering jobs,
modeling jobs, recycling jobs.
There were a lot of important
jobs for everyone, whether or
not they had a diploma or GED.

If I had a choice of being
born in the 1990's or the year
2025, I would pick the best
choice, which would be the year
2025. What a dream! I wish I
was there.

-Bidjawatie Ragoobeer, 15, Brooklyn, New York.
She writes, "My vision and hopefor the year 2025 is that
the violence will stop and there will be no weapons in the
world to destroy people. Children who want to have a
bright future should get the chance to have it. "

One night, I had a dream that there was a
beautiful environment with all the flowers of
the world. The trees were filled with only fruits
and vegetables. There were chickens, goats,
cows and all the other animals, too. But, people
weren't eating them. They were taking care of
them and giving food to them, just like people
that have pets do. People were eating only
fruits and vegetables because animals were
like people to them.

Everybody in my
dream didn't have to
lock their doors if they
wanted to go some
where because they
were all like brothers
and sisters to each other.
They didn't go into a
house and steal things
because all they had to
do was ask. Nobody
was jealous of anybody.

The people in my
dream had different
religions like we do right
now, and everybody was interested in every
one else's religion. They would come to that
person and learn about what they eat, how
they cook their food, how they pray to god
and how they dress. Everybody's house had
gods, different gods for each religion.

This idea of respecting and enjoying differ
ences is one of the things I loved most about
my dream. If everybody was the same, there
would be nothing to talk about and life would
be boring. People would get tired of being the
same. That's why god made the world interest
ing with people from all over the world.

The environment was safe. There were
cars, but they were different. It was a regular
car that didn't need gas. All it needed was
water. You put water in the place you would
put gas, and it would still run without polluting
the Earth. Also, people were recycling in my
dream. The rivers, oceans and all kinds of
beaches didn't have soda cans and accessories
thrown there. There was plenty of water for
everyone in all the countries.

If you needed money, clothes, or even
food, all you had to do was go to the govern
ment or call, and they would bring it right to
you. All the countries had healthy, friendly
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State of the Union Address in the Year 2025
"Greetings, fellow Americans!
Things sure have changed a lot since 1996,

haven't they?
The world is now united in universal freedom,

with China and North Korea escaping the in
fluence of communism. The voices of the people
are truly heard in every government worldwide.

Our fossil fuels are severely limited, but total
depletion of the gasoline supply has had positive
effects on the ozone layer. Today's major means
of transportation are bicycles and battery- pow
ered cars. The popular "bike van" has six rows
of seats and is used by companies to encourage
their workers to "bike pool." This transportation
craze has been a boon to the health of people
worldwide. As well as encouraging physical
fitness, slower speeds lead to fewer accidents.

Drug use has all but disappeared due to the
success of education and rehabilitation programs.
In addition, a crackdown on crime has discou
raged the exchange of guns for illegal substances.
Our schools have relentlessly encouraged alterna
tives to drug use, including
recreation and higher learning
opportunities. They are to be
accoladed for their success.

The issue of nuclear war has
disappeared as every nuclear
weapon has been defused in
joint agreements between
nations. This move towards
peace is perhaps the most
heartwarming development to
occur over the last thirty years.

A trend towards vegetarian
ism has resulted in more land
for housing and a better life for
cattle, poultry and fish. These
industries continue to thrive
but on a smaller, healthier scale.
Growing organic grains and
legumes has become profitable
for many farmers which makes
for a healthier world diet.

Housing costs have risen
due to widespread inflation,
yet the elimination of gas and
other transportation costs has
freed people's funds for hous
ing. The "slow growth"
theory advocates population
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and building quotas to ensure a balance of people,
homes and open spaces.

Advanced science and technology has im
proved earthquake detection immensely. Sensors
under the Earth's crust can detect tremors days
before their arrival, and provide advance warning.

Our space exploration program is flourishing,
and we have discovered two new planets. The
possibility of humans living in space becomes
more of a reality each year. Our "Spacesphere"
program, which will transport astronauts to
another planet for one year of self-sustained
living, is nearing completion.

Nintendo's bankruptcy led to the rerouting
of Japanese technological expertise to the Internet
and Information Superhighway. In stark contrast
to thirty years ago, today everyone is linked by
their computers. Technology has been
incorporated into schools as well, and although
computers cannot replace teachers, they do bring
valuable information into the classroom. The
widespread availability of technology has led to a

sharp drop in prices. Computers
are now only twenty dollars,
and everyone's bicycle comes
with a handlebar monitor and
cellular phone.

It's obvious that hundreds
of positive changes have been
made in the past thirty years.
Looking back, there may have
been dark days when we
thought the world as we knew
it would never prevail. Thank
fully, that is not the case. A Lat
in proverb states: 'Times change,
and we change with them too.'
In the next thirty years, we will
continue to see change reshape
our world. If we work together,
that change can continue to
make the world a better place.

This is your first woman
president saying, thank you,
and goodnight."
- Leah Etling, 16, Santa Ynez,
California. She writes, "I am of
Danish and Russian descent...and
captain ofboth the track and cross
country teams at Santa Ynez Valley
High. I plan to major in journalism
in college."



Envisioning the World ...
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Clean World, Green World
In the year 2025, all endangered animals

will be happily living in the green grass and
green trees which nobody will be able to
cut unless they plant more.

There will be no more pollution, so the
sun will be out more often. People will be
using solar power plates, which store
energy for nightime. When the sun isn't out
people will use windmills with power boxes
to store energy. All transportation will also
have solar and wind power. People will be
recycling almost everything.
-Artwork and writing by Rahul Deodhar, 10,

Vernon Hill, Illinois

[One of my dreams] is that people will be able to solve problems in a more civilized way, and that
different countries and religious groups may work things out without violence so that no one will
get hurt.. ..Also I hope that the world and its people can learn how to conserve their natural resources
for the future, so that there can be a future where people can live with the least amount of problems.
I am predicting that the ozone layer hole over the North Pole will become larger and larger because
we are not taking action now...

By the year 2025 some people of the human race will be living on other planets where they can
start over and learn from their mistakes that they made on Earth. If we do make any sort of contact
with extraterrestrial life hopefully we could learn something from them, rather than killing them
because they are different.

My Dream of Hope
Wind rustling through the trees. The wars

are over. Baby birds twittering from their nests
high above the rainforest canopy. Bombs and
things that are made to kill are gone. The food is
plentiful. The homes are plentiful. The happiness
is plentiful. There is justice spread all over our
world. Will there finally be peace on earth? Yes,
with help from us. I can feel the winds of hope.

-Anna Plage, 9, is a homeschooler
in Morehead, Kentucky

- Tasvir Patel, 13, Lincolnwood, Illinois

excerpts from Awaken
My heart explodes with words to say

Hoping they will come out the right way
Sunny days and silver moons
And orchards filled with flowery blooms
Snowcapped mountains, pure and white
Comfort restless hearts on sleepless nights
Awaken with the constant noise
My vision changed into something different
I notice my environment and change my poise...

-Erica Rabano, Alessandro MS, Moreno Valley, CA

Excerptedfrom an entry entitled In the Year 2025
My parents and teachers tell me about wars that happened long ago, but I don't believe them. I

mean, they tell you about how everything used to be polluted, how people were always fighting and
that people and animals were getting shot or killed somehow. But to tell you the truth I don't believe
any of it. There hasn't been a murder or a war in twenty-five years and the Earth hasn't had a pollu
tion problem in that many years either. I think in the next quarter century things will get even better!

-Christy Foley, 10, Longwood, Florida. She writes, "My family includes ancestors that came to Americafrom
Poland, Ireland and Germany. I believe people are special no matter where they come from. We are all in this
world together. I was inspired to write by my many pen pals throughout the world. We write about our hopes and
dreams for the future ofour world. We hope to make the world a better place through friendship, concern and
love for all living things on our great planet. I truly believe worldwide peace is possible.
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-Jennifer Bratsburg, Rockford, Michigan

In the year 2025, I hope the world will be a
better place for the animals to live in. I hope people
don't cut down so many trees. They're forgetting
about the animals'peace. How would they like it if
someone destroyed their homes and left them no
where to live?

-Rafia Ansari, 8, Hartford, Connecticut

I predict that many things will change
technology, education, career fields, etc. - but
human character, compassion, and concern will not
die, no matter what century we live in.

-Libby Wendell, Mason, Ohio

Everyone will be equal: men, women, and
children. No one will care about race or nationality.
Everyone will respect themselves and others.
Richer countries will help poorer ones, and the
poorer countries will invest money in their future
children.

There also will be better hospitals, especially in
Africa, because there are lots of people ill there. I'd
like everyone to be healthy and happy, especially
the poor ones, because they deserve a better life
than they have now. I hope that someday, maybe
not in the 2025th year, maybe later, my wish will
come true. A lot of poor people need our help. We
have to help them, because someday they might
help us or our children.

-Lina Kanapinskaite, 8th grader, LITHUANIA

To watch the birds fly
I will feed and protect them

For future children.
-Rochelle Marill, 9, Miami, Florida

Envisioning the World in 2025
-Lisa Kohlhepp, 16, DuBois, Pennsylvania

Let's Stop the Ecologic Catastrophe
What is the world without flowers,
Without animals and birds?
What is this life without gardens,
Without forests, fields and ponds?

Let's try to help Nature,
And stop the Catastrophe.
And it'll be peace on the planet,
And a very happy world.

-Irene Scorodumova, 14,
Novovoronezh, RUSSIA. She writes,
HI do not livefar from the Atomic Power
Plant, and ecologic problems interest me
very much. I think it is necessary to
protect nature from ourselves-people."

Twenty, twenty-five
I'll care for your survival
Bright gree~ trees so tall.
- Tamara Pallas, 9, Miami, Florida

of the Future• • •
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Your essays on Envisioning
the World in 2025 address the
most important issues anybody can

raise in 1996.

About half of you predicted a
downward trend of conditions for
life on planet Earth, and the other half,
a great tum for an environmentally
healthy and peaceful world.

Your submissions, whether authored to alert us of work yet
to be accomplished or to celebrate successes, are evidence of

the increase in environmental consciousness. You inspire us all to adopt
a radically new, Earth-friendly mindset and make the needed lifestyle changes

to accomplish a healthy planet.

Recently I spoke with a group of homeschoolers. They were very excited about a haybox they
had made. The purpose of the haybox is to save energy while cooking. Imagine you are cooking
rice, for example. After the water with the raw rice in it has come to a hard boil on your cooking
stove, place the lid tightly on the pot. Then put the hot pot into the haybox, and place the haybox
cover on tightly. Leave the rice for a couple of hours, without fear that it will bum. When you
return at lunch time, you open the box, and find the rice is cooked, warm and ready to be eaten.

You can make your own haybox, using the illustration
to the right (for more detailed instructions see Capturing
Heat by Aprovecho Research Center, 80574 Hazelton Rd,
Cottage Grove, OR 97424). The haybox is made of two
boxes of different size, with a lot of insulation between
them. Pillows make good insulation around the pot.

Using a haybox is just one way we can conserve resources.
Sometimes we forget that fresh water is a precious commodity.
Often we waste a frightening amount of water, especially in
developed countries. Here are just a few ways to use water sparingly:

• Tum the water off while you are brushing your teeth or soaping up in the shower.
• Only put as much water in the tea kettle as you are going to use in your cup. Why heat
a whole kettle full of water when you only need a cup full? (Saves energy and time too!)

• Collect rainwater from your roof gutters. Use it to water indoor plants, wash clothes and
flush the toilet.

Our journey towards caring for the Earth and ourselves begins with every single one of us.

Dear Readers: Can you think of other choices in lifestyle that would promote sustainability?
What other steps can you suggest that will lead us to a thoughtful way of living and to a
healthier planet by the year 2025? Share them with Skipping Stones readers.

Questions? Comments? Write to
Dear Hanna

c/o Skipping Stones
Post Office Box 3939

Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA

In Peace,

Illustrations by Elizabeth Corbett, Syracuse, New York
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Adventures
In Asia

The Continent of
Contrasts where non
materialistic spirituality
lives side-by-side with
modem technology. Mega
cities like Tokyo, Bombay,
Calcutta, Beijing, Seoul,
Shanghai, Bangkok
provide homes and
workplaces for hundreds
of millions of people, yet
the masses of the continent
live in the countryside.
Countless cultures and
over a thousand languages
thrive in this birthplace of
major world religions.

In this issue we explore
the many faces of Asia.
If you like what you read
here, you might also read
Skipping Stones, Vol. 6,
no. 3 (pages 12-23), which
features many writings,
photos and art from Asia.

J•

Asian Quiz: What do you know about Asia?
1. Which is Not True about Asia?

a) It is the largest continent in the World.
b) It is the most populated continent.
c) It has the tallest mountain and the lowest point.
d) It has many ofthe world's oldest civilizations.
e) It has the largest arid region ofthe world.
f) It is the largest exporter continent.

2. Name the most industrialized nation in Asia
Japan, Sinapore, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong

3. Name the largest democracy of the world
China, USA, Russia, Canada, India, Japan

4. Two most populated countries of the world?
China, India, Russia, Pakistan, Bangladesh

5. Name religions that are commonly practiced in Asia
Islam, Hinduism, Jainism, Sikhism, Buddhism,
Shinto, Christianity, Ba'hai

6. Name a country where Tamil is not spoken
Sri Lanka, Malaysia, India, Taiwan, Nepal
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7. A country where Buddhism is not practiced
Japan, China, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Tibet, Iran

8. Which is not a common product in Asia?-
cotton, wheat, rice, sugar, wool, silk, kiwi

9. Name a country prone to flooding-
Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Tibet, Thailand, Mongolia

10. Much of our consumer products come from the
following Asian countries except-
Tibet, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Taiwan, Philippines,
Japan, Thailand, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India

11. Which of these Asian countries are multilingual?
Malaysia, China, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka

12. In Asia, which language is spoken the least?
Hindi, English, Japanese, Russian, Chinese,
Spanish, Urdu, Bangia, Arabic, French

• Identify the Asian countries on the map of Asia.
Answers:
1. (e) 2. Japan 3. India 4. China and India 5. all 6. Taiwan
7. Iran 8. kiwi 9. Bangladesh 10. Tibet 11. all 12. Spanish



A cool autumn breeze
Flowers won't bloom
Butterllies won't come for their nectar
In this cold weather.

If it were another season
I'd be like the peach flowers
That blossom everywhere.

- Brush painting and calligraphy
by Sun Qi, 15, Shanghai, the

People's Republic of China.
The Chinese poem is from the

Tang Dynasty of the 16th
century.
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Dancing on Pnlan Dewata- the Island of the Gods
The history of dance in Pulau Dewata, the

island of the Gods, as the Balinese people call their
home, is long and complex. Ancient dances, music
and drama have been a part of everyday life in Bali,
Indonesia, for centuries. The islanders use these art
forms to keep the Gods happy on Pulau Dewata.
And there are hundreds of dance forms, from the
simple Rejang to the highly intricate Lelong.

Lelong, a classical Balinese dance, was created
at the beginning of the 18th century. The ancient
dance is taken from the East Javanese classic tale
of Prince Panji. In the story, a bird warns of the
futility of war. But Prince Panji ignores the bird's
warning and is killed in the battle.

Girls ranging in age from 5 to 12 perform the
graceful Lelong dance. They wear fine silk
costumes and elaborate headdresses decorated
with special flowers. The young dancers do not
speak or sing during the performance. A group of
adult singers accompanied by a gamelan orchestra
tell the story.

The Lelong dance is considered to be the most
physically demanding of all Balinese dances. Every
aftemnoon after school Trisna Dewi, 11, Luh Riani,
11, Puni Asin, 11, and Kusumadewi, 6, spend hours
at home practicing head, eye, hand, finger and
body movements. In addition, the girls rehearse
several times a week with their teacher, Miss Dewa
Ahy Sudaningsih, at a local hotel in Nusa Dua. The
young Lelong dancers are regular performers on
Saturday evenings for visitors at the hotel, where
they win the hearts of their audience.

L to R: Balinese dancers Trisna Dewi, Puni Asih and
Luh Riani practice hand andfinger movements for the
ancient classic 18th century Lelong dance.
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"I love to dance and meet people," says
Trisna. "Me too," add Luh and Puni.
Kusumadewi, the youngest in the group, is still
a bit shy around foreigners and strangers. She
smiles, but doesn't say anything.

Their dance teacher, Miss Sudaningsih, says,
''Trisna, Luh, and Puni are very good dancers
and have been dancing with me since they were
little. Kusumadewi only recently joined our
group, but she's a fast learner. I'm proud of my
students! "

Ancient dance, music and drama are very
much a part of daily life for the people of Bali.
Lelong dancers Trisna, Luh, Puni and
Kusumadewi are helping keep an ancient classic
dance form and religious tradition alive in Pulau
Dewata, the island of the Gods.

-Katacha Dtaz is a Peruvian-American writer
who lives in Winters, California. The photos were
taken by Katacha in Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia, where
she interviewed the Lelong dancers.

Because People
Because people are

They think and become.
Because people become

They lose what they were.
Because people are not what they were

They lose what they had.
Because people lose

They must find once again.
Because people find

They are.
-Mary and John Meeks, Jakarta, INDONESIA



Waiting ...
Midway between Ho Chi Minh City (formerly

Saigon) and Hanoi in North Vietnam is Da Nang.
Da Nang is a beautiful city on the coast of the
South China Sea. It is there my family waits. My
father, Huan Viet Ho, my mother, Gioi Thi Tran,
my little sister, Hong Chau, and my little brothers,
Vinh Ho and Quan Ho, reside in Da Nang, waiting
for my eventual return. Also, my 69-year-old
grandmother, Cuu Vo, waits.

I am 20 years old, and I live in Nashville,
Tennessee. And I too, am waiting, waiting for the
opportunity to return to my family and homeland.

You see, in 1989, when I was 14 years old, I
left in the dark of night for freedom in a new
land. I ran away from Communism - a difficult life
because of lack of work, lack of opportunity
for education and little or no chance for a good
future free from danger. I am the oldest of four
children in my family. My father selected me to
be the one to go "outside" to find educational
and employment opportunities.

My family is middle-class by Vietnamese
standards and raising the money for departure
was not as much of a problem for us as it was
for other people: Some people sold all their
possessions to escape from the torture they felt
in their beloved homeland.

The final good-bye with my family was
emotional and terrible. At the same time, we were
filled with hope that at least one family member
could possibly find a new life with a bright future.

Since the fall of Saigon in 1975, and when I
left by boat in 1989, danger was all around.
There was the threat of the military and police.
There was the danger of pirates on the open sea
as well as the danger of foul weather and engine
trouble that could leave us stranded at sea.

Our boat traveled from Da Nang, around the
tip of China, called Hainan, on to Hong Kong.
Soon after our arrival, our boat was scuttled at
sea and the Hong Kong police took us to Green
Island. I was taken along with other minors to
Chimawan Camp. I remained there for two and a
half years. After many interviews, I was fortunate
to be selected for travel to America. Had I been
forced into repatriation in Vietnam, my family and
I would have suffered greatly at the hands of the
police or military. This persecution of people,
who have tried to flee from Vietnam, continues
to persist even in recent times.

I arrived in the United States in April of 1992

and was received lovingly by my cousins, Sue
Du and Ninh Du, who assisted me in my initial
resettlement. Now, I am on my own, working
and attending Hillsboro School in Nashville.

My school is my love. Of the 1,414 students
at Hillsboro, approximately 300 are international
students; many are refugees. Others are exchange
students or children of international parents
working in and around Nashville. Students here
come from 40 different countries- Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, Iraq (Kurdistan), Mexico,
Afghanistan, Russia, Korea, Taiwan, Chile,
Venezuela, Thailand, Indonesia...

Each year, we have a large International
Celebration during which the 40 countries
are represented. Food, clothing, customs and
traditions as well as dance, art and languages are
highlighted. Both American and international
students participate and mix-and-mingle for two
days. This time is very special for us, as it allows
people from all different countries to get to know
one another. As a result, we begin to feel that we
are ONE PEOPLE.

At Hillsboro, we have such a diverse student
body and faculty-administration leadership that
I would say, we have a true spectrum of abilities
and interests. For these reasons, I am particularly
happy here.

One of my favorite areas of interest and study
is photography (see pages 19-20). From time to
time, we have displayed our photographs for
students and others to see. With my instructor,
Michael Roger's help, I entered a photo in the
Tennessee State Fair and won a prize. We are
presently preparing my entry for a National
showing, the Scholastic Art Awards Exhibition.

I hope someday to combine my interest in
photography with my career plans-electrical
engineering. I hope to never stop learning
through reading, working, meeting new people
and welcoming new experiences.

I plan to return to my country in the future,
possibly after college, to see my family and return
their kindness to me. Also, in the distant future, I
hope to sponsor my family in coming to America
so that we may build upon the continuing warm
feelings we share even though the distance and
time between us is great. Until then, we wait...

-Quang Ho was interviewed by Paul Dowell, an
ESL teacher at Hillsboro High in Nashville, Tennessee.
(See Vol. 6 #3 for more articles on Vietnam).
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Photography by Quang Ho
Hillsboro International School, Nashville, Tennessee

Top left:
Austine MacDonald
from the U.S.

Top right:
Monica Banach
from Poland and
Gin Lee from Korea

Middle right:
Michael Witherspoon
from the U.S.

Bottom left:
Nashville skyline
at night
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Top left:
A letter from Vietnam

Middle left:
Still Life

Bottom left:
Roller-blading on the
steps of the Parthenon
in Nashville

Middle right:
Gin Lee from Korea

Bottom right:
Quang Ho waits
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~ The~ i~~me L:~~y~:::e the Trynh and other families. ,
meaning for my The head of the Nguyen family was Nguyen Anh,
name in English. and he became the Emperor of Vietnam. At the
But in Vietnamese, end of the 19th century, Vietnam was invaded by
Mai is a spring the French who split Vietnam into two parts. The
flower. It is the South became a colony of France, an<! the North
bright and colorful became a protectorate with the Nguy~n family as
difference of spring a nominal" head of government. The reign of the
and winter. But I Nguyin family ended in 1945 when the last
am an American, emperor, Nguyln BCIO Dq.i, resigned.
and here, it has no My father also told me that sometimes, if
meamng. someone had done something to benefit the

I know that country, the Emperor would allow him to take
if my name were the royal family name.

French, I would be named after the goddess At school, people try to proununce my name,
Maiya, the goddess of spring growth. But I am then ask if it is right.
not French. I am an Asian American. I have seen "Nu-gu-ye-en-ho. Is that right?" one kid asks,
my flower before, but no one in my family knows making the strangest shape with his mouth, as if
what it is called in English. It has long branches he were making fun of my name.
with many little flowers on it. In some ways I must "No," is my response.
be similar to other flowers on the branch. But I am
also different. My name tells me so. The flowers "Wait, say it again for me," he continues.
are yellow, but my middle name means white. "Nguyln-Hfiu," I repeat again slowly.

My middle name is, Tuyet, which is translated "What? Win-huT he tries to no avail.
in English as snow, so both of my given names "Close," I say.
together mean white spring flower. My middle It is frustrating going through that conversation
name is hard to pronounce for people who don't practically everyday with people who want to
speak Vietnamese. But my first name is probably pronounce my last name. I admire the people who
one of the easiest words to pronouce. Mai is try to pronounce it, but I know it is impossible
pronounced like the word "my" yet so many because they do not have the correct accent.
people have a problem with it. Perhaps because Well, maybe they can, if they try really hard. Even
they cannot believe a foreign name can be so . I cannot pronounce my own name, because I was
simple. On the first few days of school, or when born and raised in California, with a Californian
playing a sport, I am constantly telling teachers accent. But no matter what I say, people still keep
and coaches, "No my name is Mai, not Maya, on trying, as if it will be a great accomplishment
Mayor Mi!" for the whole world if it is pronounced correctly.

My full name is Nguy€n-Hfiu Tuylt Mai. In At home, they called me Be. It means little. I am
Vietnam, a person always puts their last name first the little one. Many families have that nickname
and their first name last. My middle name was my for the littlest one in the family.
mother's middle name. Then she changed her So much is based on a name! My name is Mai.
middle name to her maiden name and took on It is a spring flower. But I do not feel like a flower.
my fa!!Ier's surname. My father's surname was Somehow your name is supposed to describe how
Nguy!n, but when he came to California, he you are, but how do people know how you are
added his middle name, Huu to the end. That is when you are just a baby? I would like to have
how my name became Nguyjn-Hfiu Tuyet Mai. several names that describe me the way that I

When I was little, my father told me a story really am. One name is not enough because there
about our last name: is so much inside of me that one word cannot

Nguyln was the name of a royal family in the describe it all. Names like Cuong, meaning strong;
south of Vietnam in the 17th century. At that time, or Cu(Jng, meaning raving mad; or Cu8'ng meaning,
there was 11 civil war in Vietnam, mainly between losing one's head-all of these are a part of me.
the Nguyen family in the south, and the Trinh.- -Mai Nguyln-Hfiu, Asian-American, 14, lives
family in the North. Finally in 1802, the Nguyen in San Diego, California
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Son of an Immigrant
I remember once, when I was five years old, playing

with my jumbo jet and making sounds of airplanes
disappearing into the clouds. My mother, a long dark
haired woman, sat reading in an armchair beside me.
She looked up from her thick black book and asked,
"Hondo, what do you want to be when you grow up?"
My plane stopped in mid-air. My zooming sounds
puttered off. Looking up at her, I said, with wide-
eyed confidence, "I want to be a plane driver." With
a worried frown, my mother leaning forward, asked
encouragingly, "How about being a doctor?" My nose
wrinkled in disgust as I said, "Yuk!" Mother quickly
added, "If you are a doctor, you can have your own
jumbo jet and fly it." Since that time, I have easily
imagined myself as a doctor,
who like Superman, flies
across borders aiding the
distressed and discovering
the unknown.

As a second-generation
immigrant in the US, I knew
little about my beginnings.
So my mother told me stories
about herself, her sisters, her
cousins and aunts, my grand
mother and my great-grand
mother. These were stories
about how people grew, lived
and died in our family.

There is a union between
my family's past and myself.
In my mother's stories, our connections to previous
generations are integrally tied to the the importance of
education and the effectiveness of women.

In our Asian-Indian family, education is held in
the highest esteem, like a religious value. We worship
Saraswati, the Hindu goddess of learning, art and
music. We hold the belief that education changes one's
inevitable fate. It enables a person to fight the caste
system, gain respectability and money, and bring
honor to the family.

Although earning a very humble salary as a
government employee in India, my maternal grand
father educated all four of his children, one son and
three daughters, in private missionary schools and
colleges where English was the spoken and written
language. The four children's careers were carefully
chosen by my grandparents, and each child fulfilled
their parents' wishes. My uncle is an engineer, my
older aunt, a doctor, my mother, an academician and
my younger aunt, a physicist.

My grandmother, Thamma, has only a high school
education; however, she has taught herself to read and
speak English. She has a great love for world literature
and history, and when she is not cooking or cleaning,
my grandmother is reading.

My grandmother and my grandfather had an
arranged marriage when Thamma was 20 years old, a
late marrying age by the Indian norms of the 1940's.
Even today, arranged marriages are still common.
The parents, older relatives and siblings search for a
promising male for the daughter, a man that belongs to
the same caste, religion, economic status and educational
level as the family. Thamma, though beautiful had a
dark complexion, making the search for a suitable match
difficult because most families in India want a bride with
a light complexion. A match was eventually found in a
distant impoverished village in Bangladesh. Thamma
was bold and convinced my grandfather to leave his
rural roots and move to India.

Thamma's three daughters,
especially my mother, embody
much of Thamma's energy,
honesty and directness.
Knowing clearly what they
want out of life, the three
daughters, now US immigrants,
are financially independent as
well as decisive and strong.
And like Thamma, they like to
cook lavish Indian meals for
their husbands and children and
for their brother and sisters.

The son of an immigrant, I
am American, but equally Indian
in many ways. I now see that
some of my ways can be traced

to my family, while other parts of me are individualistic.
I have a deep sense of responsiblity and loyalty to my
family. The open, honest and direct communication
among the older family members and their energetic
focus on their goals and successes are less apparent in
me. However, I feel with time these ways may also
manifest in me. I am also less ritualistic about formalities
in our family relationships. I choose not to use
ceremonial titles to address my elders.

I regard education with the highest esteem like my
older relatives, but I am also more flexible about the
amount of time and energy I need to devote to learning.
Unlike my mother, aunts and uncle, I can spend a whole
afternoon watching basketball or football on tv. On Sun
day mornings, my grandfather, mother, uncle and aunts
may quarrel over who gets the front page of the news
paper first, while I am glad to chuckle over the funnies.

My acquired American characteristics, coupled
with my Indian heritage, shape my ethnic identity as a
second-generation immigrant. While I am like other
adolescents in the classroom, on the tennis court or on
the bike trails, I am different because of my cultural
origins. I was born a Hindu and will die a Hindu.
Some roots are never severed.

-Tarit Roysicar Sen, 16, Exeter, New Hampshire
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Making Salt: Gandhi's Recipe for Nonviolent Social Change
In India, the new year of 1930 was very salt. In the cities, salt was made in pans on

important. On the stroke of midnight, the All rooftops. This salt was sold throughout the land.
India Congress announced a resolution favoring The government ordered mass arrests. Tens of
complete independence from the British Empire. thousands of people, including Gandhi, were
This declaration was unlike any other the world arrested. Police beat and even killed some people,
had witnessed. There were no calls to battle, no yet the masses did not raise arms against their
gathering of weapons and no threats. At the oppressors. They simply continued to make salt.
center of the movement was one of the most In the cities, hundreds of thousands of people
inspiring men the world has ever experienced, a demonstrated peacefully in the streets. A plan
man called Mahatma (great spirit) by his country Gandhi had announced before his arrest, to raid
and Gandhi by the rest of the world. the Dharasana Salt Works, controlled by the

Gandhi believed in the power of nonviolent British, went forward also. Many countries sent
change, through peaceful non-cooperation, or reporters to find out what was happening in
Satyagraha. In South Africa, and in India he had India. This brought world attention to the unfair
already demostrated the success of his beliefs in demands of the British Empire.
championing human rights for his people. Volunteers for the march were warned they
Satyagraha aims to change people through the would be beaten but must not resist. When one
force of truth and love. volunteer was cut down by the soldiers, another

The atmosphere in India was very tense. Many would take his place. This went on for several
people favored a violent overthrow of the British days until the whole world's attention was on the
government. The British had levied heavy taxes injustices of the British government against the
and forced India to buy cloth and other goods people of India. Through their brave acts, some
that they could easily produce themselves. Even of the world's poorest people led a successful
salt, essential for preserving food in the hot, protest against one of the most powerful nations.
humid country was taxed by the British. Most importantly though, Gandhi gave his

Now the stage was set for Gandhi's greatest country the opportunity to prove that they were
challenge-to free India from England's rule by strong enough to rule themselves. The defiance
showing them peacefully that no person can be of the Salt Tax was a major turning point in the
ruled who will not permit it. Gandhi hoped to movement for independence (15 August 1997
transform the enemy by treating them with great will mark the 50th Anniversary of India's Inde-
kindness. He knew an act of non-cooperation pendence!) Gandhi and his followers had proved
must capture the minds and souls of the Indian , that change can be made without violence.
people. It must bring attention to, and give A person must only have enough love for both
support to the masses of poor peasants who oneself and one's enemy to overcome injustice.
suffered the most under British rule. -Penni Ericson, Macdoel, California

Gandhi began walking to the ocean, over
200 miles away, with 80 members of his ashram
(community) with the intent of defying the Salt
Act. At each village the peasants sprinkled the
roads with leaves to ease the foot sore travelers.
Many others joined the march. When Gandhi
reached the ocean, 24 days later, his small group
of people had grown to several thousand strong.

Once there, Gandhi defied the British law
that made it a crime to possess salt not bought
from the government monopoly. He simply
picked up some salt left by the waves on the
beach, showing the world that all people have
basic rights which cannot be denied.

What followed was a revolution without
arms. Every peasant on India's long seacoast
brought a pan to the ocean and began to make He followed his convictions to achieve his dreams--------------------- -Bepsy Shah, Grade 7, Rajkot, India



Mahatma Gandhi by Shefalee Jain, Grade 7,
Rajkot, India. Gandhi was born on 12 Oct. 1869 and was
assasinated on 30 Jan. 1948. His commitment to truth and
nonviolence continues to inspire social justice movements
worldwide. Gandhi said, "There is plenty on this planet
for everyone's needs but not everyone's greed. "

Raising Consciousness
The Students' World Federation was holding

a session in Mysore City, India. Reverend Mott,
the chairman of the session, wanted to meet with
Gandhi while he was there. Gandhi, of course, was
a very busy man and every minute of his time was
of utmost importance to the country; however, he
managed to find time to talk with the Reverend.

As their meeting came to a close, there were
two specific questions on the Reverend's mind:
Rev. Mott: A life like yours must be full of ups
and downs, of hopes and disappointments.
Amongst all the things you have to face and
experience, will you tell me what comforts and
sustains you the most?
Gandhi: The thing that comforts and sustains me
the most is the nonviolence of our masses, in spite
of the gravest provocation.
Rev. Mott: And what is it that causes you the most
concern - that keeps you restless night and day?
Gandhi: Hardness of heart of the educated is a
constant source of worry to me.

Another focus of Gandhi's life was simple life.
According to Gandhi, "Simplicity is a matter of the
heart. But lest we deceive ourselves, the ideal is to
not possess anything which the poorest on Earth
does not."
-Courtesy, Gandhi Peace Foundation, New Delhi, India

Different Colors
One day as I was walking through
The halls of school I surely knew

I was having a wonderful day
" How could I complain

First a 100 on my test
I knew that I had done my best
Then in gym our team had beat

The other team which suffered defeat
I went to my locker and quickly took
My math, science and history books

And to myself all I could say was
What a beautiful, wonderful, incredible day

While I was walking I didn't see
A young boy in front of me

And in the next step that I took
I bumped into him and dropped my books

I said "I'm sorry" but he instead
"You damn immigrant" was what he said

I bent down and picked up my purse
But all he did was continue to curse

I picked up his books and mine
All of them, one at a time

I handed him his books one by one
I couldn't believe what I had done

My head hung down and his above
He grabbed his books and gave me a shove

With his books he walked away
All I could think was he ruined my day
He walked away at an incredible rate

My eyes filled with tears and his with hate
The difference between us was slight
My skin was dark and his was light

But deep down couldn't he see
Inside he was the same as me

I still don't know why he did this
But there must be a reason for his prejudice

-Nikki Khosla, Asian-American, 14, Princeton, NJ ~
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The Painting on the Wall
Your eyes glow

with a new passion.
Your eyebrows are plucked,

But I guess it is in fashion.
Your lips are cherry red,

But Grandma calls 'em "dreary dead."
Your smile is gorgeous,

And dress outrageous,
You've got the look,
Which would be out of place

in a children's book,
You're only a picture on the wall

And yet. ..
you make me stall.

-Mythri Surendra, 13, Banglore, Karnataka, INDIA

Smiles from Sri Lanka
Photo by Ursula A. Mildenberger, Germany

t1~"1.~"..Vl'"
-Mamata Maharana, 10, Bhubaneswar, INDIA

Big Sis' to Lil' Sis
Well sis, I'll tell ya
Life for me ain't been no sentence
It's had its misspelled words
And wrong punctuation
And at times it was a run-on
It was even said too fast
Zoom!
But all the time
I'se kept the mouth moving
Learning new vocab
Out with the old, in with the new
And sometimes goin' on and on
When no one was listening
So girl, don't shuttup
Don't stop the chatter
'Cause I'm tellin' you
"Keep on the tradition"
For I'm still goin', sis,
And I keep goin' and goin' =

And life for me ain't been no sentence
It's been tons of 'em!

-Jyotika Parashar, 15, was born in India.
She now lives in Seattle, Washington.
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Wall Mural in Eugene, Oregon, depicting a Tibetan city scene with the Dalai Lama. Photo: Amy Brandt
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A Sri Lankan Dancer by Ursula Mildenberger, GERMANY

Prahalada: A Tamil Legendfrom Sri Lanka
Prahalada replied, calmly, "All that is best in

this world, according to my conscience, is my
God." These words pricked Hiranya. His anger
took the upper hand. He called out to his men
and said, "Look at this tiny fellow who disobeys
my orders." There was silence.

Continuing, Hiranya said, "Alright Prahalada,
where is your God? Can you show him to me?"

"He is everywhere, my dear father. I see Him
everywhere. I am with Him and He is with me,"
said Prahalada calmly, showing humility and
devotion to his father as he would to any elder."

"Ridiculous!" yelled Hiranya. "You say that
he is everywhere. Do you mean this pillar too?"

"Yes," said Prahalada.
Hearing his reply, Hiranya angrily kicked the

pillar in front of him. The pillar cracked open and
there appeared a vision of God. Everyone was
stunned. Hiranya was the first to fall at God's
Feet. And the Supreme Lord blessed him.

When the vision disappeared, Hiranya built
a temple for Prahalada's God, and his subjects
followed the King's example by worshipping
the Almighty.

- Retold by Gayathridevi Ganesan ofPasadena,
California, grew up in a Tamil community in Sri Lanka.

There was a king called Hiranya who was a
despot. He ordered that his subjects should pay
homage to him daily. Before anyone began their
work, he or she should say, "Oh, Your Majesty
Hiranya, I humbly worship you!" These
salutations did not appeal to many. But out of
fear, the people carried out the king's orders.
Anyone who failed to do likewise was executed.
Hiranya strictly enforced this code of conduct in
the royal household too. However, soon this
was challenged. Who do you think challenged
Hiranya? It was his only son and heir, Prahalada.

Prahalada was an intelligent child with a
loving heart. He was only five years old, but he'd
sit for hours meditating so that he might learn
who the Almighty was. Was his father or some
Higher Power behind all the laws of Nature?

Prahalada's thoughts of inquiry would have
been similar to songs sung by a great Tamil saint
of the 20th century, popularly known as,
Yogaswamigal. He lived in Columbuthurai, in the
Northern Province of Sri Lanka. Here follows an
English translation of one of his songs:

Who is the cause of ...
Making the Moon creep up on the sky?
Making the Sun shed his heat on Earth?
Making us see with our eyes?
Who is the cause of...
Making the wind blow so hard?
Making the flood waters flow?
Making us praise the worthy?
Who is the cause of...
Making the Earth rotate?
Making the flowers bloom?
Making the hands clasp?
If you think about these, you'll find that
Everything is God's Will.
Saying so, you'll get your Freedom, and
Know that these are a Great Saint's Words.
In this search, Prahalada came to realize that

a Great Power called God was behind all these
happenings. So, he changed his prayers from
Hiranya to God. He said, "Oh my God, I humbly
worship you!" These were the orders of his
conscience.

One day, the king heard Prahalada chanting
this prayer, and he got wild. He shouted at his
son, "Prahalada, what are you doing? Have you
forgotten your father's orders? I thought you
were a dutiful son."
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The Bobsledder's Jacket
For as long as he could remember, Jack had "Hey!" he cried. "Come back here!"

dreamed of being in the Olympics. For years he'd "The little thief!" Bill shouted. "She's stealing
worked hard to become a good bobsledder, it!" Jack ran a few steps after her, but in an instant
training and practicing, always getting better. she'd disappeared along the crowded street.
Now he and his partners were in Sapporo, Japan, "I'm telling you, Jack, you can't trust thes~
for the Winter Olympics-because they were the people!" Bill said in a loud voice, his eyes blazIng.
American bobsled team! "Be quiet, Bill. Some of them may speak ~ng-

They were on their way to the opening· lish," one of the other bobsledders warned. BIll
parade. Athletes from all over the ~orld ~ere said nothing, but his face was still red with anger.
gathering to march into the OlympIc stadI.U~. "So now what do I do?" Jack asked. "I need
Jack and his partners were laughIng and Joking, my jacket for the parade."
but their hearts were beating hard with joy. "Don't hold your breath, Jack," the other bob-

Everything was perfect-well, almost every- sledder said, "You'll just have to go as you are."
thing. The sleeve of Jack's olympic .. ,\'i~""v. Twenty minutes later they
jacket was tom. He loved the red,· , . -.:5.: were standing with the other
white and blue jacket, with "USA" *~, American athletes waiting to start.
on the front and the Olympic rings ~ ,. Bill stood next to Jack. He
on the back. But earlier that day M\ knew Jack was worried. "It's
he'd tom it climbing a fence. ~ okay, buddy," he said. "You're

"Too bad about your jacket," "'--........ ~-./ with us-everyone can see that."
his friend Bill told him. ,~ U I } Suddenly Jack felt a tugging

"Oh well," Jack said. "I don't ~ / _ this time on his shirt sleeve.
think anyone will notice." He looked down. It was the

"They'll notice it," said Bill. Japanese girL
"Japanese people notice things \\\ "You!" Jack burst out, and he
like that. They'll probably laugh at us." Jack did put his hands on her shoulders so she couldn't run
not answer. Bill's father had been killed by Japa- off. But she only smiled at him. In her hands was
nese soldiers in the island battles of World War II. his jacket. She held it up to him.
Jack knew Bill felt uneasy about being in Japan. Jack took it-and then he understood. The

Suddenly a Japanese girl came up to Jack and long rip in the sleeve was gone. It had been sewn
pointed right at t?e tear in his sleeve. Jac~ s~iled so perfectly that he couldn't even see the thread.
at her, not knOWIng what to do. So he smd, Uh... · He had to hold it up close to see the stitches.
Ohayo! Good morning!" Bill was looking at the girl with his mouth open

The girl said "Ohayo" back to him - and a in amazement. She smiled at him, and at Jack, and
lot more. She kept speaking words he couldn't bowed again. "Bill!" Jack said. "She didn't steal
understand and pointing to his tom sleeve. it! She took it to be fixed!"

Jack looked at his friends and shrugged. "I "She must have run to her mother or someone,
don't know what she wants," he said. and they fixed it just like that!" said another bob-

The girl began to tug at his jacket. Her eyes sledder. "Holy cow, Jack, they didn't want you to
were very bright, and her straight black hair fell be embarassed in the parade!"
over the back of her winter coat. The music began and the parade started. Along

"What are you saying?" Jack asked, but he the streets of Sapporo, thousands of athletes
knew she couldn't understand him. Suddenly marched together, proudly wearing the colors of
she started taking off her own coat. Then she their own countries but moving with the same
looked up at him. rhythm and the same joy.

"She wants you to take off your jacket!" And there was an extra marcher too, a Japanese
Bill said. girl who spoke no English, but wh<;> rode for a

"Oh, I get it," said Jack. "She wants to try it while on the shoulders of an Amencan bobsledder
on. Sure, kid, here you go." He slipped off the named Jack and then on the shoulders of another
jacket and handed it to the girl. She took it and named Bill.
bowed. He bowed too. But when he raised his - Tim Myers of Plattsburgh, NY. Tim learned this
head again, she was running off with his jacket! true story from Mr. Jack Mulholland.
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The Stone
The stone sings a song
Of a past so fraught

With journey and strife.
It was kicked once

And shuffled into a stream
Which slowly each day

Wore its path upon the rock
'Til it was as smooth as silk.
And then a little girl

Who had squatted on the riverside
Lifted up the lovely stone

And marveled at
Its shiny face.

In an instant she fell in love
And took that small rock home

Where she could show it to everyone.
But eventually she grew up

And left the stone behind
As I pick it up

I know its story
Which is forever unending

For a rock never dies.
-Cori Jaeger, 16, Puyallup, Washington

The Magic Current of the World
Then the universe stepped on its third rail

With the magic current of the world,
My eyes rose high in the air
and circled the sky above.

Watching the sparks from a shooting star,
Which appeared electrically charged.
The twinkle in the sky
Seemed to depart from the deep.

From a distance they appeared to be dancing,
Twirling and swirling like a ballerina,

A performance sprang in the air,
As showers of stars lingered in the sky.
Suddenly there was an end of action,
As the glisten in the sky
Returns to the deep,
I close my weary eyes and

Recapture the magic current of the world.
-Angela Tortorici, 19, Spokane, Washington.

(Styled after pp. 106-110 of A River Runs
Through It by Norman Maclean).

Two Worlds
A walk on a thin line
A line too small to see
Visions of history told
Through the eyes of a blind man

Two worlds
Learning murals of life

From teachers who know
Not what they do.

A filled head found on their knees
Bums pictures telling the truth

Like a scar beneath my hair
Lost in my Native world

Left to rot in this Techno world
A couple of words

Covered in a silent kiss.
Elders fought the battle
Death came too soon
A body found in the pond
Questions the Native world
Killed by giving the right answer.

A good world so cruel
To its history and people

We're known as killers of life...
When we make it?

This confused mind
Learns riddles of Two worlds
On the Discovery Channel

Tonight at Ten.
-Regena Harjo, Grade 9, Santa Fe, New

Mexico, is a Native American ofSeminole,
Chicksaw, Choctaw and Creek Heritage.

Hope
The candlelight was crying.
One by one the illuminations faded.
The torch inside me became too weak

And died out.
I prayed for light.

The fire inside me continued to die.
And when I was about to give in,
I noticed an ember spark alive.

The single flame
Would not extinguish.

Fiber by fiber my strength expanded.
The fire consumed me
And filled me with light.

Even today,
Hope flickers inside me.

-Katrina Samsela, Arlington Heights, Illinois
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Noteworthy Newsfrom the North, East, West and South
Celebrating Life Youth Values are Changing in China: Today's

02 Sept National Day, Vietnam One-Child-Only Family in the People's Republic
05 Sept. Janmashtmi-Lord Krishna's Birthday of Chi~a finds th~t the values ~f youth are shifting
14 Sept. Rosh Hashanah-Jewish New Year dramatIcally. WhIle the lone chIld finds that
16 Sept. Ganesh Chaturthi, Hindu festival begins parents spend more money on him/her, he/she must
23 Sept. Yom Kippur-Jewish Celebration assume more responsibility in the family. Some
26 Sept. Ch.usok-South Korean Thanksgiving C~inese elders fear that youth are .beginning to
27 Sept. ASIan Harvest Moon Festival thmk they are the center of the UnIverse and that
02 Oct. Tran-Hung-Dao Day in Vietnam the modem Chinese society is getting more selfish.
10 Oct. Sports Day, Japan According to some studies and national polls
14 Oct. Fiji Day; Thanksgiving Day, Canada conducted recently, the top three values that the
20 Oct. Cheung Yeung in Hong Kong Chinese youth cherish are Independence, Learning
23 Oct. Chulalongkorn Day in Thailand and Courtesy. Loyalty and obedience to elders
28 Oct. Ok Pansa, Buddhist Celebration and authority figures did not make the top three
01 Nov. Gilgit Festival, Pakistan this year. Today's youth are more likely to
02 Nov. Day of the Dead; Buddha's Descent question the judgements of their parents, elders
03 Nov. Doll Festival in Japan and teachers. Some teachers think that today's
11 Nov. Diwali (Hindu), Tihar in Nepal students are less studious and less responsible.
12 Nov. Baha'u'llah Birthday (Baha'i) The Centennial Olympic Games in Atlanta were
14 Nov. Children's Day in India the largest international, multicultural event in
25 Nov. Guru Nanak Birthday (Sikh) history. Over 10,000 athletes and gymnasts from
Biosphere or Buy-o-sphere? Canadian writer, some 195 countries, some as young as 14 or 15
Vince Rause, spent 18 days and nights in the years of age, competed in the games.
world's largest shopping mall-larger than 115 Did you think that the games and their media
football fields-in Edmonton, Canada. The coverage promoted excessive nationalism? Did
unchanging, artificial lights made his biological you notice that most of the younger athletes came
clock get unbalanced. During an interview, from USA and European countries? Why do you
Vince couldn't tell whether it was Tuesday or suppose developing countries did not have as
Wednesday! Interestingly, Vince didn't really do many ~theletes as the more affluent countries? Did
any shopping-he visited only one store during you thmk the games were too commercialized?
those long days just to find that the jogging After the games, the huge Olympic facilities
shoes he liked didn't fit him. While his 18-day were refurbished in just four days to accomodate
buy-o-sphere excursion was a far cry from space- the Para-Olympic Games where 3,500 atheletes
walks or other biodome experiments, it did earn with various disabilities competed in mid-August.
him a spot on the national news!
Iodine for Increasing IQ: Scientists have linked
mental retardation in children to Iodine deficiency
in the diet. Even though over 10 million children
suffer from such reduced brain activity in the
villages of the People's Republic of China, China
isn't the only country with this problem. Some
countries in Africa and Asia have as many as 25%
children with inadequate Iodine. The most critical
time is during pregnarrcy (when if the mother lacks
Iodine in her thyoride glands, the baby's brain
does not develop properly) and also during first
two years of the baby's life. The 1990 World Sum
mit for Children recommended Iodized salt as the
most effective and inexpensive prevention. Since
then, the World Health Organization reports great
improvements in many developing countries. Human-Powered Vehicle Parade in Eugene,
--------------- one of the bicycle-friendly cities in Oregon, USA.
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The Whispering
Cloth by Pegi
Deitz Shea,
Illustr: Anita
Riggio (Boyds
Mills Press, 815
Church Street,
Honesdale,
PA 18431). A
young girl ,who
lives in a Hmong
refugee camp in

Thailand, helps her grandmother stitch pa'ndau
story cloths. Her first solo effort recounts the
events of her life and her dreams for her future.
When the piece is completed and ready to be sold,
she decides it is priceless to her. Ages 5 and up.
Three Silver Coins by Veronica Leo (Snow Lion
Publications, P.O. Box 6483, Ithaca, NY 14850).
A magical story from Tibet about kindness. How
a young boy decides to spend three silver coins
-all all that he and his mother have left to
survive-leads him into a world of wishes and
adventures. Ages 5 and up.

Mga Kuwentong Bayan: Folk stories from the
Philippines ed. Alice Lucas. Illustrated by Carl
Angel (Many Cultures Publishing, 1095 Market
St., Rm. 602, San Francisco, CA 94103). Three
precolonial Filipino folk stories-a creation myth,
a fable and a legend,told in English and Tagalog.
These fascinating stories are accompanied by
magical, duotone illustrations. Also, a dramatic
reading of the stories along with traditional
musical instruments are on an audiotape that is
included with the book. Ages 7 and up.
Through Our Eyes: Stories of Young Immigrant
Life ed. Alice Lucas (Many Cultures Publishing,
CA). A very impressive collection of diverse
personal stories told by adolescents and young
adults now living in America. Beautifully written,
edited and presented. Writings accompanied by
black-and-white photos and illustrations.
Ages 10 and up.
Yang the Third and Her Impossible Family
by Lensey Namioka. Illustrated by Kees de Kiefte
(Little, Brown and Co., 34 Beacon St., Boston,
MA 02108). Mary Yang accepts a new kitten in
order to be friends with a popular classmate, but
she must keep it a secret from her family. A story
about the difficulty of transition and the
importance of friendships. Ages 8 to 12.

The Last Dragon by Susan Miho Nunes.
Illustrated by Chris K. Soentpiet (Clarion Books,
215 Park Ave. S., New York, NY 10003). An old
dragon in a Chinatown shop window turns Peter
Chang's summer visit with his Great Aunt into an
exciting adventure. The banquet that honors the
dragon's return to its full glory and marks the
end of Peter's visit is also a celebration of
Chinatown's unique culture. Ages 5 and up.
Sacred River by Ted Lewin (Clarion Books)
"All rivers are sacred. The Ganges is the most
sacred of all." Ted Lewin's rich watercolors of
the riverside in Bernares convey timelessness
and devotion. A whisper of a story line, like
sketchbook notes, give us access into the
otstandingly beautiful, detailed yet unfocused
pictures. A book to sit with. Ages 6 and up.
Children of Asian America by the Asian
American Coalition (Polychrome Publishing
Corp., 4509 N. Francisco, Chicago, IL 60625).
This collection of original, contemporary stories
and poems representing twelve different Asian
ethnic groups dispels the stereotype that the
Asian American community is a monolithic entity.
Accompanied by beautiful photographs, it
explores experiences of Asian children and
celebrates the diversity within the Asian-American
community. Suitable for grades 2-8.

A World in Our Hands by young people of the
world, through Peace Children International and
Paintbrush Diplomacy (Tricycle Press, P. O. Box
7123, Berkeley, CA 94707). A delightful celebra
tion of the United Nations' 50th Anniversary!
Children's writings on peace, children's rights
and many more subjects are grouped thematically.
The writings are accompanied by full-color,
dynamic illustrations. Ages 8 and up.
Buddha by Demi (Henry Holt and Co., New York)
Upon encountering human suffering and death,
the young prince, Siddhartha, leaves his palace
and ventures into the world to discover Truth. He
becomes the Enlightened One, the Buddha, teach
ing the path to inner peace. The illustrations in this
book are as exquisite as its message! Ages 8-15.
The Ocean of Story: Fairy Tales from India
retold by Caroline Ness, illustr: Jacqueline Mair
(Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, New York).
Nineteen stories full of wit and wisdoms from the
Indian subcontinent: Kanai the Gardener, The
Braham's Luck, The Wind and the Sun and
many more. Vibrant illustrations! Ages 6 and up.
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BULGARIA
Nelly Schishkara, girl, 15
20gnevo St.
4004 Plovdiv, BULGARIA
Int music, writing letters, sports
Petja Dimitrova, girl, 15
EGN 8101191893
Do Poiskvane
3000 Vratsa, BULGARIA
Int: write in English and German

ISRAEL
Tanya Port, girl, 12
P.O. Box 3826
Maalot 24952 ISRAEL
Int: read books, talk with friends, tv

SWEDEN
Maria Faltstrom, girl, 13
Pionvagen 11 B
19147 Sollentuna, SWEDEN
Int: sports, music, friends, letters
Marie Karlsson, girl, 16
Kaprisvagen 14
33153 Vamamo, SWEDEN
lnt: music, dance, aerobics, movies
Annika Rosen, girl, 15
Kvamvingen 8
231 65 Trelleborg, SWEDEN
Int: basketball, music, dogs, horses
Helene Ulfstrom, girl, 14
Hackelsegatan 8
53142 Lidkoping, SWEDEN
Int: letters, music- Backstreet-Boys
Jenny Linde, girl, 13
Ymersv. 1
46832 Vargon, SWEDEN
lnt: reading, writing, tv, letters

DENMARK
Mette Thybo Johansen, girl, 17
Duevej 21
8500 Grenaa, DENMARK
Int: music, parties, letters, friends
pen pals in US to write to in English
Ida Anderson, girl, 12
Rypeves 15 Assentoft
8900 Randers, DENMARK
lnt: handball, dance, music, friends
Karina K. Knuelsen, girl, 16
Havnegade 6B
3730 Nexo, Bomhoum, DENMARK
Int: pen pals, music from Boyzone
Gitte, Schultz, girl, 15
Amagervej 116
6900 Skjem, DENMARK
Int: music, friends, parties, sports,
horseriding, penpals age 14-17

BELGIUM
lise Dekeyzer, girl, 14
Hogeweg43
8200 Brugge, BELGIUM
Int: guitar, popular music
Katrien Webrouck, girl, 14
Bemeluxlaan 70
8700 Tielt, BELGIUM
lnt: volleyball, fun, laughing
Nel Berulaesem, girl, 15
Wolverstr. 12
3201 Sakschat, BELGIUM
Int Backstreet Boys Band, writing

To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5. (You'll also get a
copy ofthe issue.) Low-income and subscribers get one free listing.

.. Priority is given to pen pals ages 17 and under.

PEN PAL ALERT SWEDEN (continued) Christopher Jansson, boy, 17 c.I.S.
JiimaIdersviigen 9 U

We've received a complaint Jeanette Karlsson, girl, 158.4 83161 bstersund, SWEDEN 4761 Visaginas, LITH ANIA

fr l h . d Digesgard 1416 I h I Taunistes 19-5
om a pen pa t at receive S-311 98 Glommen, SWEDEN Int: music, schoo, t e supematura Nastya Artamonova, girl, 15

disturbing letters from several Int: music, painting, horses, writing Would like to write gay penpal Int: drawing, tennis, music
boys. We are very concerned Marie Ericsson, girl, 14 Karin Broberg, girl, 12 4761 Visaginas, LITHUANIA
h .F .• Bondegatan 27 A S FIt at some oJ you are mlsusmg Slalomvagen 8 64146 Katrineholm, SWEDEN 15 Visagino t. at 1
th l h b S 54133 Skovde SWEDEN Veronika Pugachova, girl, 15e pen pa exc ange y -. ' . Int: music, friends, reading, English

Int· musIc porn poms movIes Int musl'c, books, friends, walks, tvmaking inappropriate requests.' , - , .
Pl b h 'd ,F Elina Andersson, girl, 14 Sofia Stiihl, girl, 12 4761 Visaginas, LITHUANIA

ease remem er tel ea oJ Daliingsvagen 25 A Lyckovagen4j St. Visagino 27-37
the exchange is to make 16359 Spanga, SWEDEN 73436 Hallstahammar, SWEDEN Lena Zlobina, girl, 14
friends and share your culture, Int: dance, friends, letters, disco Int gymnastics, friends, music Int music, tennis, friends everywhere
daily life, school, etc.Thanks. Emelie Strang, girl, 13 Hanna Wernstrom, girl, 17 4416Ariogala LITHUANIA

G I R k kr k 35 Stora Strandgatan 26 '1 . 5' 3
-Editors am a e e 0 en S-26131 La dskrona SWEDEN Verdi uplO,.1 -1

263 92 Jonstorp, SWEDEN n,. RasemlU raJonas
Int: soccer, hockey, animals, skiing Int: books, ocean, flute, mUSIC, cook Yurgita Petkute, girl, 13
Ewa Nilsson, girl, 16 Mari Tornqvist, girl, 17 Int: reading, music, pen friends
Stala4685 Soriingetvagen 13 B %072 zh k RUSSIA
472 93 Svanesund, SWEDEN 89141 bmskoldsvik, SWEDEN 3 Vorone s aya,

I f · d . h k I' Novovoronezh
Int: animals, friends, pen pals age 16 nt: nen s, Ice oc ey, trave, musIc Pervomaiskaya St., 3, Apt. 83
Johanna Albinsson, girl, 17 Mariah Ylinenjarvi, girl, 16 Yelena Kanapukhina, girl, 16
Stabby Aile & Nyakersvagen 57 Int: reading, carving, animals, pals
S-752 29 Uppsala, SWEDEN 95441 Lulea, SWEDEN. 3%072 Voronezh Region RUSSIA
Int: penpals all over, write in English Int: snowboardmg, dISCO, Ice hockey Novovoronezh '
Nicolina Lillefelt, girl, 13 Karin Sjoberg, girl, 13 Naberezhnaya St, 28-A, Apt. 37
Linodlar.v. 1 Nyponstigen 9 Katya Kuzmichyova, girl, 15
904 40 Roback, SWEDEN 480 33 Fjiiras, SWEDEN Int: dancing, drawing, listening to music
Int: dogs, music, penfriends in USA Int: badmintion, dance, guitar, piano 412680 Saratov Region, RUSSIA
Sarah Olsson, girl, 11 Pernilla Pettersson, girl, 16 T. Volsk
Nygaards. v. 16 Polluxviigen 5 Talalihin Str. 32v-2
46024 Harads, SWEDEN 46159 Trollhaltan, SWEDEN Eugeniy Kusnezov, boy, 15
Int: swimming, painting, animals Int: parties, travel, penpals age 14-18 Int anthropology, modem music, sports
Josefine Advall, girl, 14 Elin Morsing, girl, 15 Would like penpals in African countries
Gunnarso vagen 8 Hasselstigen 10 442200 Kamenka, RUSSIA
57260 Oskarshamn, SWEDEN 731 41 Koping, SWEDEN 11 Lomorskaya St., Flat 7
Int: reading, basketball, writing, Int: discos, basketball, tv, animals Tanya Spirina, girl, 13
music, spending time with family RaIuca Menghesi, girl, 16 Int: reading books, watching tv, drawing
Josefine Holmgren, girl, '11 Norumshojd 73 220018 Minsk, BELARUS
Parkgatan. 22 417 45 Goteborg, SWEDEN Odintsova St. 19-176
S-33531 Gnosjo, SWEDEN Int: soccer, tennis, travel, US penpal Oksana Mezhevich, girl, 14
Int: animals, dancing, friends Andreas Eriksson, boy, 16 Int: sports, music, drawing, US pals
Mia Larsson, girl, 13 Gullvivevagen 23 220037 Minsk, BELARUS
Skogsglantan 30 84060 Briicke, SWEDEN. Uralskaya St. House 16 Flat 24
43538 Molnlycke, SWEDEN Int: sports, mUSIC, penpal m US Darina Samim, girl, 16
Int: music, disco, pals from Germany Camilla Gaurwitsch, girl, 17 Int: table tennis, horseriding, music
Helene Sandstrom, girl, 16 Stenvagen 1 220037 Minsk, BELARUS
Kalkvagen.8 S-147 50 Tumb~, SWEDEN Mendeleev St. 4-101
90740 Umea, SWEDEN Int: mUSIC, readmg, children Nastya Leshchinskaya, girl, 15
lnt: soccer, Oasis, pals age 15-18 Katarina Jeraeus, girl, 14 (lnt: Int: music, sports, friends
Cathrine Kikas, girl, 13 horseriding, drawin~, reading) and 220037 Minsk, BELARUS
Rodergatan 62 Helena .Jeraeu~, girl, 12 (lnt: Mendeleev St. 4-77
61935 Trosa, SWEDEN horsendmg, musl~, sm~~ng) Olya Doshmar, girl, 16
Int: read, sing, basketball, travel Wnte both at: S. LJungvagen 16 Int: sports, music, nature, friends
L . K I . I 14 S-244 65 Furulund, SWEDEN .. ITHU NlOUlse ar sson, glr, '" 4761 Vlsagmas, L A A
Garvargatan 26 i)amet. Brandh, boy, 15 14 Statibininku St., Flat 13
S-94234 Aibsbyn, SWEDEN Ostanbl0rlca 10 .. Julia Diomina, girl, 15
Int: football, disco, letters, music SE-770 13 Grangarde, SWEDEN Int: basketball, volleyball, music, letters,
M d I · Ad' I 15 Int: sports, fnends, movies languages pen palsa e eme n ersson, glr, • T • ...., ~ ,

SIupvagen3 SvER CE- _) /0
296 37 Ahus, SWEDEN
Int: friends, tennis, guitar, pals in US
Zara Jorlin, girl, 16
Norrsundsv. 9
76040 Vaddo, SWEDEN
Int: animals, esp. horses, pals age 16
Emma Ohlsson-Rost and
Joanna girls, 13; Write both at:
Byb 1306
823 93 Segersta, SWEDEN
Int: reading, music, cinema, fun
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For C.I.S, countries, address your envelope beginning
with the country, city, street and lastly, the name!

GUINEASPAIN

NORWAY

SWITZERLAND
Dominik Erbsland, girl, 15
Fohrenweg6
4514 Lommiswil, SWITZERLAND
lnt: videos, techno music, writing

Maria Fernandez, girl French-speaking high school students
Garcilaso 17-4 A in a small West African country would
39360 Torrelavega, SPAIN like to have pen pals who write in
lnt: friends around the world English They wish to improve their

HUNGARY reading andwriring skills in English.
Contact their English teacher,

Anita Honath, girl, 15 Nick Loewen
Bosaskany Corps de la Paix B.P. 1927,
(Ijusdg u 27)-9167 HUNGARY Conakry, GUINEA, W. AFRICA
lnt: running, dace, drawing, penpals

PHILIPPINES ZIMBABWE
Sandra Bembere, girl, 14

Lilibeth Dasig, girl S1. David Girls High
137 Dan Jose Urdaneta P. Bag T7904
2429 Pangasinan, PHILLIPPINES Mutare, ZIMBABWE
lnt: write in English or Spanish lnt: volleyball, stamps, stories, radio

INDIA Tanaka Hondoyedzomba, girl, 10
Komal Mamidwar, girl, 16 3 Greenwood Heights
"Mohar" Sushil Nagar Cm 7th/Baines Avenue
Gajanan Mandir Road Harare, ZIMBABWE
Chandrapur442401 (MSS) INDIA lnt: swimming, reading, friends, tv
lnt: reading, music, art, swimming Mutsa Seremwe, girl, 13 (lnt:

BOTSWANA dancing, music, stamps, letters) and
Caroline Lisa Muzawazi, girl, 14

Keeme Mhauli, girl, 16 (lnt: basketball, swimming, stamps)
P.O.Box 1227 Both at: S1. Davids Girls High
Francistown, BOTSWANA,. Africa P Bag T 7904
lnt: lawn tenms, mUSIC, VISIting, Jokes Mutare, ZIMBABWE
Wants pals 15 and up from anywhere L J I' b 16, . ovemore u laS, oy,

Marianne Dane, girl Chlk~h Dambe, ,gIrl, 17 and. 16 Village Green Flats
Boktinkin.4 Chanty Mhlauh, gIrl, 16 (lnt: Jokes Cameron Road
3142 Vestskogen, NORWAY friends, netball, pen pals all over Borrowdale Harare ZIMBABWE
lnt: dancing, football, friends, music Write both at Francistown Senior lnt: soccer, basketb~ll, church, reading

H 'tt K'" "d' I School, P/Bag 14 S' h I" M 'k" . I 15enne e J"nner", glr Francistown BOTSWANA Africa It u ISlwe ah Ih, glr,
Fasanun 3 " Saint David's Girls High
3142 Vestskogen, NORWAY GHANA, West Africa P. O. Box T7904
lnt: street dance, animals, football We have received over 200 pen Mutare, ZIMBABWE .
Eva Jacobsen, girl pal requests from Ghana. We could lnt: outdooractIvltIes,shoppmg,
Hanabakken 15 only put a smallfraction ofthem on mUSIC, mOVies, travellmg, volleyball
4300 Sandbes, NORWAY this page. Ifyou need more pen pals SOUTH AFRICA
lnt: pen pals everywhere from Ghana, please send us a SASE.
*Sidsel Bordal, girl, 15 To make best use ofthis space in Cindy Lemogang, girl, 17
Radar vn. 89 the future, we will give priority to P. O. Box 113
1152 Oslo, NORWAY requests from group or class pen 8581 Pudimoe, NWP, S. AFRICA
lnt: dance, rollerskating, band-uBlur" pals. Please send your requests lnt: reading, music, friends, penpals

GERMANY throughyourreachers. Luscious Baloyi, girl, 14
, . A class of 35 students would like P.O. Box 709

Zela TOPIC, gIrl, 14 to write to pen pals all over the world. 0870 Letaba, SOUTH AFRICA
Ostpreussenstr. 38 Please write to them c/o:Collins Kusi lnt: music, swimming, letters, tv, pals
61381 Fnednchsdorf, GERMANY Ridge Experimental School iSS 2A NAMIBI A
lnt: readmg, sWlmmmg, musIc P.O. Box 128 Ina-Mary Shikongo, girl, 16
Isabel Peach, girl, 14 Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A P.O. Box 6376
SilberbrUc.kenstr.4 Kenneth Ankrah, boy, 14 Ausspanplatz
14822 Bruck, GERMANY Christ International School Windhoek, NAMIBIA
lnt mUSIC, drawmg, readmg, pen pals P.O. box 971 lnt: drawing, poetry, singing, write in
Wnte m Enghsh, French or German Sunyani B/A, GHANA WIA German or English

AUSTRIA Int: gardening, letter writing, reading Maibeline Beukes, girl, 16
Alex Loginou, boy 16 Charles Ofori Agyeman, boy, 12 P.O. Box 10558
Passauerplatz 5/4/4 S1. Theresa's School Khomasdal, NAMIBIA
1010 Wien, AUSTRIA P.O. Box 146 lnt: reading, swimming, dancing
lnt: sports, English, Russian North Kaneshie, Accra, GHANA Mercia Beukes, girl, 16
Elvira Zak, girl, 15 lnt: basketball, swimming, pen pals P.O. Bos 10483
Heimgartennweg 14 Gladys Dankwah, girl, 15 Khomasdal, NAMBIA
9020 Klayenfurt, AUSTRIA clo Rev. Otuo Acheampong lnt: tv, tennis, friends
Int: music, ice skating, swimming Presbyterian Church Adele Beervinkel, girl, 15

P.O. Box 19 P.O. Box 10915
Sunyani B/A, GHANA W/A Khomasdal, NAMIBIA
lnt: church, pen pal in USA lnt: drawing, painting, reading
Nana Owusu Asubonteng, girl, 8 Patricia Schase, girl, 15
Holy Spirit Primary School P.O. Box 10765
P.O. Box 1353 Khomasdal, NAMIBIA
Aunyan-Fiapre B/A, GHANA W/A lnt: basketball, swimming, reading
1nt: writing letters, friends

ENGLAND
Jude, girl, 15
91 Brighton Rd.
Darlington, CO Durham
D/l-4AR ENGLAND
lnt: Oasis, Blur, clubs
Zoe Parkinson, girl, 17
31 Church Green
Walto-ON-Thomas
Surrey KT 12-4JA, ENGLAND
lnt: pals worldwide

FINLAND
Anne and Paula, girl, 16
Koivikkotie 12 as. 9
00630 Helsinki 63, FINLAND
lnt: music, sports, penpals 16-18 yrs
Linda Granholm, girl
Vasterbyragen 26
68560 Eugmo, FINLAND
lnt: reading, clothes, penpals all over

Hanna Akerlund, girl
Fransviksvagen 114
68560 Eugmo, FINLAND
lnt: reading, clothes, penpals all over
Cecilia Blomgren, girl, 14
04170 Paipis, FINLAND
lnt: horses, animals, drawing

~ .
CZECH REPUBLIC

Tereza Kysilkiva, girl, 16
Osik295
56967 Litouysl, CZECH REP
lnt pen pals around the world
Jana Stejskalova, girl, 14
Brandlova 2097/50
76701 Kromeriz, CZECH REP.
lnt: Nirvana, Boyzone, penfriends

Miss Auman's 8th grade class
would like pen pals ages 13 and 14
from all over the world. Please write
to them at: Miss Auman's Class

Utterback Middle School
3233 S. Pinal Vista

Tucson, Arizona 85713 USA
14 boys and 11 girls (ages 7 to 9) in
third grade want to have international
pen pals. They are studying Friend-·
ship in their Language class. Write
them c/o : Maggie Deitrick, teacher,

Meher School
999 Leland Drive

Lafayette, California 94549 USA

Gena Kolander, girl, 12
757 Arcadia Drive
Eugene, Oregon 97401 USA
Int: swimming, reading, drawing

Brandon Chambers, boy, 8
lnt: sports, music, dancing, writing
Brent Chambers, boy, 6
lnt: music, video games, school
Write both at: 896 School Place
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54303 USA
Jennifer Shamp, girl, 14
7160 Hwy. 200 E
Missoula, Montana 59802 USA
lnt: drawing, music, letters, sports
William Lusk, boy, 9
857 Village Way
Palm Harbor, Florida 34683 USA
lnt: trains, writing, travel, sunken
ships (fitanic). Write in English.

Maggie Grod, girl, 13
1553 Pine Grove Dr.
Mosinee, Wisconsin 54455 USA
lnt: basketball, soccer, reading, pen
pals everywhere
Melissa Tonna, girl, 11
146 Pleasant Run Road
Flemington, NJ 08822 USA
lnt: Friends, music, pen pals all over

Jenny Odell, girl, 10
10360 Menhart Lane
Cupertino, California 95014 USA
lnt: reading, art, music (piano),
collecting stamps, friends
Katherine Brooks, girl, 11
10840 W. 84th Ave.
Arvada, Colorado 80005 USA
lnt: horses, gymnastics, reading

USA
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Seven Blunders of the World

Ans: Bus conductor; wok and a skimmer

Wealth without Work
Pleasure without Conscience

Knowledge without Character
Commerce without Morality

Science without Humanity
Worship without Sacrifice
Politics without Principles

-Nonviolent Direct Action Group,
Chavakachcheri, SRI LANKA

Riddles from India

-Sheetal Amte, 14, Anandwan, Maharashtra, INDIA

We're a pair; we work together in the kitchen
I'm heavy. She is slim
I've two ears. She has one
She stirs my warm brains
But she's no match to my depth
'cause she can't hold on to any juices
her eyes are wet when you take her away
even for a moment!

Who are we?

I tear papers, but I'm not crazy
I ask for money, but I'm not a begger
I ring bells, but I'm not a priest.

Who amI?

In The Next Issue (Vol. 8, no. 5):
Cultural Celebrations:
Every culture and country's calendar is filled with
celebrations. And you take part, with your family
or community, throughout the year. Share photos,
stories, and recipes about Succot, Eid-UI-Fitr,
Baisakhi, Solstice, Hina-Matsuri, Juneteenth,
Pulaski Day, Tet, etc. Mail by 1 Oct. 1996.
Nurturing Our African Roots:
Stories and photos from Mrica, Kwanzaa, Mrican
American art and writings. Mail by 1 Oct. 1996.

Vol. 9, no. 1 (Jan.-Feb. 1997):
Grannys, Gramps and Elders:
Send touching or funny stories, conversations
or interviews, wits and wisdoms from your
grandparents and elders. How does your culture
treat the elderly? What roles do they play in your
life or in your community? Mail by 1 Nov. 1996.
Life and Death: Cycles of Change:
Have you thought about death? Have you lost
someone close to you to an illness or accident?
How did you cope with the loss? How does your
culture view life and death. What traditions and
rituals surround these passages? Send by 1 Nov.

Creative Problem Solving:
What kinds of conflicts do you face? How

do you deal with these conflicts? What happens
when you have a conflict with parents, elders,
teachers, people who have authority?

Do your values allow you room to solve
conflicts with dignity? Does your upbringing ~~~
nurture consensus building and honest dialogue?1::.. -r

Do your cultural values prevent you from
openly discussing certain conflicts in public?
At what cost to you and your family?

How do you balance your personal priorities
with those of your family/community? How
should we, as a human community, go about
resolving conflicts between nation states and
between people of diverse values and beliefs?

Skipping Stones invites you to share your
thoughts and experiences for this upcoming
feature - Creative Problem Solving. You can
respond individually or work with friends, family
or school groups. Together let's create an
ongoing dialogue. Let's nurture understanding
and find ways to be enriched by our differences.
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A Guide For ~ ..
This issue begins with a focus on Life in the Year

2025 and then explores our Asian Heritage.
Activitites for Life in the Year 2025-

1. Technological Progress or Biological
Regress? Technology used by our society has made
world changes possible which we could not have
imagined a couple of generations ago.
• Activity: Look to our experience throughout history.
Study the effects of incorporating technological
discoveries into society (for example, computers may
be one of the more recent inventions that children can
examine since they are increasingly being used in the
classroom and at home). Make a chart with the
following categories (columns) for various inventions:
a) Name of Invention
b) Anticipated effects at the time of its introduction
c) Actual effects of the invention after implementation
d) Are the effects desirable or undesirable?
e) Are the effects reversible or irreversible?
f) How does the invention affect communication

between people? between people and nature?
• Have students work in groups to 'make up' inventions
that will not cause damage to life on Earth in the future.
What effects do the inventions have on all forms of life?
2. Consciousness of our Actions: Caring for
life, environment and human conditions means we
live mindful of the consequences of our actions.
Disappointment with the outcome of surrendering our
individual decision-making to nations, political parties,
etc. is leading societies to create new decision-making
processes (such as consensus building). To make
decisions wisely requires a new mindset that children
of various generations can learn together:
a) I am, as an individual, accountable for my actions.
b) I must consider what effects my existence has and

will have on the Earth's environment.
c) I must switch from self-interest to acting out of

concern for the total good ofall life on the planet.
d) I must be an alert watchdog to make sure that all

innovations do not create harmful consequences.
• Activity: Ask students to figure out how old they
will be in the year 2025. Then have them imagine what
their life will be like: their job? their family? their home?
Ask six students to form a committee-a jury of peers
who will evaluate their classmates on the lives they have
chosen for the year 2025. Only these six students will
know the questions that will be asked of each individual.

* Instruct the jury to use the new mindset described
in 2(a-d) above, as a criteria to evaluate the life of their
peers in the year 2025. Ecological sustainability,
international cooperation and multicultural community
building should not be ignored in the evaluation process.

* The jury meets to give the verdict on each student.
• Activity: Spend a day without using any electricity.
Count the times you accidently turned on the lights or

,. ~

other electrical appliances. Write down your feelings
at the end of the day and share wi th the class.
• Discussion: What should a society do when an
activity, possibly because of technological ability,
becomes commonplace, and society does not stop to
evaluate the effects of that activity or product. E.g.
violent video games, or tv shows that teach children
values that are not acceptable in the society?
• Activity: Perform the play, Modern Devlopment
(p. 8), in your class and discuss the issues it raises.

Asian Heritage
Use this section to draw attention to the facts that:
The Asian continent hosts many cultures, countries and
languages. More often than not, non-Asians mistake
Asian people's identity. They mistake Chinese people
for Japanese, Korean or Vietnamese, or vice-versa.
Sometimes, they group them all together as Orientals.
And the same goes for Indian, Sri Lankan, Nepali,
Bangladeshi or Pakistani people. In addition, many of
us have difficulty accepting people, who look different
or who have different accents, as equals. Don't we
all look different and speak with unique accents?
• Activity: Read A Name Like Mine (p. 22). Have
a class discussion on "What's in a Name?" Include
issues such as discrimination, importance of correct
pronounciations... Ask each person in the group to
write down what names they would give themselves.
Collect the papers in ajar. Draw one of them. Then
take turns guessing who wrote the name(s) on it. The
person who gets it right, gets to draw the next name!
• Activity: Ask your students to name a few Asians
or Asian-Americans and the work for which they are
well-known. Is the class able to generate a sizable list?
Do they need help? Read works by Asian and Asian
American writers and poets (Rabindranath Tagore,
Cathy Song, Amy Tan, Lawrence Yep, Allen Say,
Yoshiko Uchida...) to your students/children.
Discussion: How do their writings differ from
European-American authors? Settings, themes, social
values, family relationships, politics, spirituality...
• Acti vity (Making Salt, p. 24) Can you think of other
situations where change was brought about by non
violent strategy. (Introduce MLK, Nelson Mandela...)

Suggested Resources: (Also see Bookshelf, p. 31)
The Last Wanderers: Nomads and Gypsies of India is a one
of a kind photo album by T.S. Randhawa (Mapin Publishing,
Ahmedabad, India) Distributed in No. America by University
of Washington Press, Seattle, WA 98145-5096
Perspectives: Authentic Voices of Asian Americans.
Curriculum Associates, North Billerica, MA 01862
Asian American Almanac A reference book for middle
grades. U.X.L., Gale Research, Detroit, Michigan 48226
Who Talks Funny? A Book About Language For Kids by
Brenda Cox. Shoe String Press, North Haven, CT 06473
Living More with Less by Doris Janzen Longacre. Herald
Press, Scottsdale, PA 15683
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This collage of art on "Envisioning Life in the Year 2025" was sent by
Katya Kumichyova, Novovoronezh, Russia. It is one of the ten

1996 Youth Honor Award Winners (see pages 5-14).
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